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Abstract
Simulation of thermal oil recovery processes is foremost based on fully implicit
grid-based methods. However, these methods have been criticized in terms of
their insufficient flexibility to afford alignment with flow features and in high
computational cost. The streamline-based method offers a viable alternative to
grid-based models if the reservoir heterogeneity and fluid mobility dominate the
displacement mechanisms. This dissertation describes the development and ver-
ification of new streamline-based simulators for thermal oil recovery processes.
The developed simulators have been used for simulation of heavy oil recovery by
means of hot waterflooding processes.
First, a model of mass and heat transport on the streamlines is constructed as-
suming the volumetric flux along streamline to be constant. The flow equation for
defining streamlines is derived by summing up the component conservation equa-
tions with the compressibility and thermal expansion taken into account. For
each streamline, the streamline mass transport equation is first solved assuming
temperature unchanged, followed by solving the streamline heat transport equa-
tion. The ability of the proposed model to investigate the interaction of phase
behavior, unstable flow, numerical resolution, and heterogeneity in the hot water-
flooding processes is demonstrated. In comparison with the grid-based thermal
simulator, the proposed strategy is much faster and relatively grid insensitive,
however lower accuracy is observed.
In the second model, the component conservation equations are solved simul-
taneously to compute a set of streamlines that represent flow in the reservoir,
which is followed by the heat transport calculations on the streamlines to improve
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the accuracy. The volumetric flux along the streamlines generated by the com-
pressibility and thermal expansion effects is not assumed constant. The variation
is honored by introducing a source or sink term in the streamline heat transport
model. Simulations of hot waterflooding in heavy oil reservoirs with different well
patterns showed improvement in accuracy of the developed simulator. The grid
orientation effects associated with the grid-based method are mitigated. Due to
the size of linear equation systems being larger when solving the flow equations
compared to the previous one, however, this modeling is less efficient but still
retains speed-up in comparison with the grid-based simulator.
In the third model, the streamline heat transport model is extended to include
diffusion terms of gravity, capillary, and conduction in addition to convection from
the flowing phases. An operator splitting technique is employed to decouple the
convective and diffusive parts for separate solutions. The main characteristics of
the streamline method such as the number of streamlines and the time step size
are evaluated using the extended model. The effects of gravity mechanism on
the production performance are also examined. The solutions obtained using a
commercial fully implicit grid-based simulator are used to compare and validate
the extended model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Thermal recovery processes have been aimed at viscous oils. The high viscosity of
oil causes flow difficulties. Under the primary recovery at a reservoir temperature,
typical recovery factors range from 1 to 10 % [18]. Thermal processes by hot-fluid
injection have proven to be practical means of recovering viscous oils. Viscosity
reduction with increasing temperature is the primary mechanism that causes ad-
ditional oil to be recovered. Recovery factor can reach 80 % in some steamflooding
operations. To improve economic risk of a thermal recovery project, predictions
of reservoir responses to the application of hot-fluid injection are necessary be-
fore starting the project. Numerical reservoir simulation is a cost effective way to
provide predictions.
The basic equations used in thermal simulation consist of mass and energy
conservation equations. The component mass flow is represented by a three-
dimensional (3D), multi-phase unsteady state flow equation. A similar approach
is also considered for the energy flow formulation. The general tendency in sim-
ulation technique of thermal recovery processes has been to use the fully implicit
finite difference (FD) method to solve the equations. The method has been proven
favorable to handle rapidly changing properties and complex physical mechanisms
encountered in the processes. However, this method is limited in the grid size due
to restrictions in computational power. In addition, the method could also erro-
neously predict recovery performance if care is not taken in the choice of numerical
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scheme. When the mobility ratio of the displacement is unfavorable, calculations
often result in exaggerated global sweep which may adversely affect reservoir per-
formance prediction.
Historical efforts to develop fast and accurate simulation models for thermal
recovery processes have proven to be difficult yet challenging. Rapidly chang-
ing properties like temperature, pressure, viscosity and saturations caused by the
hot water or steam injection into a heavy oil reservoir require fully compositional
models and extensive grid refinement. Such models can be computationally very
expensive when multiple simulations are needed to assess a wide range of reservoir
development scenarios. Several techniques have been proposed to improve the ef-
ficiency of simulators [53]. Moreover, simple methods with capabilities reasonably
balanced between the detailed thermodynamics and the computational efficiency
are not available. This work is aimed to meet of this challenge by developing
thermal streamline-based simulators.
The streamline method solves the flow equation implicitly to compute a set
of streamlines that represent flow in the reservoir. The physics of the displace-
ment is captured in an appropriate one-dimensional (1D) solution to be solved
along each streamline. Transporting physical phenomena such as fluids or heat
along the natural streamline grid rather than between discrete gridblocks offers
several advantages. The solutions provide a stronger indication of the flow fea-
tures, which leads to a natural means of dynamic reservoir characterization. The
streamline solutions are also grid insensitive and suffered from less grid orientation
effects. Then, relatively large convective time-steps can be adopted as they are
not affected by the grid-based stability limitations. Under steady-state isothermal
displacement, the streamline method is an ideal tool for quantifying the injector
to producer relationship, determining the fluid flow pattern in a field, and quickly
assessing multiple full-field development scenarios such as injection and well allo-
cation strategies.
Inspired by the success of the streamline method in the reservoir manage-
ment for steady-state isothermal problems, we extend the method for modeling
unsteady-state non-isothermal cases such as those that occur in thermal recov-
ery processes. The following chapters describe the development of the thermal
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streamline-based simulators and the application to a thermal recover process by
means of hot waterflooding.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This dissertation is composed of seventh chapters and structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a detailed review of the relevant published literature on the
streamline method. The current state of computer modeling of thermal recovery
processes is briefly reviewed with emphasis on the solution schemes. A thermal
recovery process in which oil is displaced from injection wells toward production
wells by means of hot waterflooding is discussed to build some background for
applying the developed thermal streamline-based simulator to example problems.
Chapter 3 introduces the mathematical models required for a thermal streamline-
based simulator. The governing partial differential equations (PDEs) for the mass
and total energy conservations are presented. The special case for hot water-
flooding processes and the key assumptions associated with them are derived.
Mathematical derivation for the streamline techniques focuses on the coordinate
transformation from the physical space to a coordinate following the flow direc-
tion based on the time-of-flight concept, and also focuses on the steps required for
tracing the streamline paths.
Chapter 4 discusses modeling of mass and heat transport based on the stream-
line method. The flow equation for defining streamlines is derived by summing up
the component conservation equations with compressibility and thermal expan-
sion taken into account. The water saturation and heat transport equations are
solved for each streamline. The streamline mass transport equation is first solved
assuming temperature unchanged, followed by the streamline heat equation. The
ability of the developed model to investigate the interaction of phase behavior,
unstable flow, numerical resolution, and heterogeneity in the hot waterflooding
processes is demonstrated. The results are compared to the results obtained from
the grid-based thermal simulator (STARS commercialized by Computer Modelling
Group Ltd.) using the 5-point and 9-point schemes in terms of oil rate, water cut,
temperature, saturation distributions, and run time.
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Chapter 5 solves the water and oil components equations simultaneously, which
is followed by the heat transport calculations on the streamlines. The model-
ing is less efficient but more accurate than the previous modeling. This chapter
also presents a method to account for cross flow between the streamlines due to
compressible and thermal expansion effects. The effects generate the volumetric
flux variation along streamline. This variation is honored by a sink or source in
the streamline heat transport model. Simulations of hot waterflooding in homo-
geneous as well as heterogeneous heavy oil reservoirs that have undergone cold
waterflood using one-quarter, single and double five-spot patterns are presented.
Again, the results are validated through comparison with the equivalent prediction
from STARS with the 5- and 9-point schemes.
Chapter 6 describes how the physical diffusion due to gravity, capillary, and
conduction effects is accounted for in the thermal streamline-based simulations.
The streamline heat transport model is reformulated to include diffusion terms
of gravity, capillary, and conduction in addition to convection from the flowing
phases. An operator splitting technique is applied to decouple the convective and
diffusive parts for separate solution. The proposed approach is tested through
simulation of heavy oil recovery by means of hot waterflooding. The main char-
acteristics of the streamline method such as the number of streamlines and the
time step size are evaluated using the proposed approach. Effects of the gravity
mechanism on the production performance are examined. The solutions obtained
using STARS are included to compare and validate the proposed method.
Finally, Chapter 7 points out the main conclusions of this research and gives
directions for potential areas of further work that should be explored.
1.3 Concluding Remarks
Streamline-based simulations offer significant potential to minimize the problems
associated with grid-based simulations of thermal recovery processes. This dis-
sertation demonstrates the applicability of the streamline method for thermal
recovery processes. The developed simulator is referred to TESIS, thermal simu-
lator by streamline. Approaches in solving convective mass and heat transport in
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the streamline framework are presented. Modeling of the transverse flux between
streamlines due to thermal expansion and compressibility of the rock and fluids
is also proposed. The physical diffusion by gravity, capillary, and conduction is
incorporated through operator splitting. The proposed approaches in this work
have been implemented in FORTRAN 90 codes. Simulations of heavy oil recovery
by means of hot waterflooding in homogeneous and heterogeneous reservoirs that
underwent cold waterflood are performed to demonstrate the simulator perfor-
mance. The validity of the developed simulator is confirmed by comparing with
STARS, which is a commercial thermal reservoir simulator.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This dissertation concerns development of numerical simulators for thermal re-
covery processes using the streamline method. A thermal recovery process in
which oil is displaced from injection wells toward production wells by means of
hot waterflooding was considered. Accordingly, the knowledge in the following
three research areas is described below: numerical simulation of thermal recovery
processes with emphasis on the solution schemes, the streamline method, and the
hot waterflooding process.
2.1 Thermal Recovery Simulation
Thermal oil recovery refers to a class of recovery processes where heat is supplied
to a reservoir for the purpose of recovering more oil. The heat can be supplied
externally as steam or hot water, or it can be generated in-situ by combustion [42].
In either case, however, thermal recovery processes are characterized by the simul-
taneous fluid flow with temperature variation. The defining equations are based
on the conservation of mass and energy, which are PDEs. A detailed study of the
thermal recovery processes can be conducted by dividing the reservoirs into blocks
based on a grid and by solving a set of equations expressing the difference between
blocks through time. Approximations must be made to put the equations in a
form that is amenable to solution by digital computers. Such a set of equations
form a numerical model. The use of computer to solve the numerical model is
referred to as numerical simulation.
7
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Gottfried [24] was one of the first investigators who used numerical simulation
to study thermal recovery processes. His mathematical model includes three-phase
fluid flow with conduction-convective heat transfer. Chemical reaction between
oxygen and oil and aqueous phase change were allowed, while hydrocarbon phase
change, interphase diffusion, capillary and gravity segregation were neglected. The
PDEs of this system were approximated by FD equations and solved sequentially.
The pressure distribution was first calculated at the middle time step followed by
the calculations of temperature, oxygen and mass fraction at the end time step.
Next, the saturation at the end time step was computed. Then, the pressure dis-
tribution was updated and compared with the calculated pressure at the first step.
This cycle, called inner iteration, was repeated until a satisfactory convergence is
attained. Having the pressure distribution converged, the obtained temperature,
mass-fraction and saturation distributions were compared with the corresponding
distributions assumed at the beginning time step. This cycle, referred as outer
iteration, was continued until all of the distributions have converged. The in-
ner iteration converged rapidly, but considerable difficulty was encountered for
the convergence of the outer iteration. The model was applied to the simulation
of forward combustion tube experiments and predicted results which compared
favorably with the behavior observed in the laboratory.
Spillette and Nielsen [51] developed a simulator for hot waterflooding recovery
within a two-dimensional (2D) vertical cross-section with gravity. Key assump-
tions were that no gas phase is present and that thermal equilibrium between the
fluid and rock is instantaneously achieved. Capillary pressure and relative per-
meability were treated to be independent of temperature. A sequential approach
was proposed to solve mass and energy balance equations. First, the mass balance
equations were solved by the alternating direction implicit iterative procedure.
The obtained velocities and saturations were used in solving the energy balance
equation by the method of characteristics. Iteration between the equations was
found unnecessary. The importance of this paper lies in the idea of introducing
the method of characteristic to overcome numerical dispersion generated by FD
approaches and to reduce dependency of simulation results on the gridblock size.
Spillette and Nielsen showed a good match of simulation with eight years of field
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history from the Schoonebeek hot waterflooding project.
Shutler [49] presented a numerical model of the linear steamflood process.
The model took into account 1D heat convection and 2D heat conduction in a
vertical cross-section for three-phase flow in 1D medium. It included the effects of
three-phase relative permeabilities, capillary pressure, temperature- and pressure-
dependent fluid properties. Interphase mass transfer of water-steam was allowed,
but the hydrocarbon gas was assumed insoluble in the liquid phases. The model
was solved in three separate stages. In the first stage, the three-phase mass bal-
ance equations were solved simultaneously using the Newton-Raphson procedure.
In the second stage, the energy balance equation was solved by the alternating
direction implicit noniterative procedure intended to minimize the effect of coarse
grid spacing on temperature profile. In the last stage, the FD form of the gas
composition equation was solved assuming that values of velocity, saturations
and temperature distributions obtained from the previous stages are unchanged.
Shutler then tested this procedure to study laboratory hot waterflooding and
steamflood. The calculated results matched the experimental results up to heated
fluid breakthrough. The model and numerical solution procedure were also ex-
tended to the 2D vertical cross-sectional problem [50].
Coats and co-workers developed a series of progressively improved steamflood
models. Their work has been discussed in three publications: Coats et al. [16]
discussed IMPES formulation, Coats [14] applied semi implicit formulation, and
Coats [15] proposed highly implicit, simultaneous formulation. In the first paper,
Coats et al. described a 3D, three-phase model for numerical simulation of steam
injection processes. The model consists of five equations expressing energy conser-
vation, mass of water, steam, and oil conservation and steam-water equilibrium.
A pressure equation was derived from these equations that made different from the
previous methods. This equation was first solved using a direct solution method
followed by solving temperature and saturations. The method of solution is ba-
sically the IMPES procedure. Explicit treatments of production rate, capillary
pressure, and transmissibilities have been modified to improve numerical stability
of the IMPES method. The model was verified with experimental data obtained
from a laboratory steamflood in quarter five-spot. Reasonable agreement was
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shown. Simulation results of 3D field-scale steamflood displacement using parallel
grid showed a good match with the actual data. In simulating five-spot steam-
flood, Coats et al. found that grid orientation has a great effect on breakthrough
time. Using a diagonal grid, the steam breakthrough time was three folds that
predicted using a diagonal grid. In the second paper, Coats extended the model
to account for solution gas, steam distillation of oil and temperature-dependent
relative permeability. Saturation equations of water and gas were reformulated
implicitly. This resulted in three to five times fewer time steps than the previous
treatment. The model gave oil recovery curve in moderately good agreement with
experimental data obtained from a steamflood of a distillable oil. In the third
paper, Coats described a implicit scheme to solve the system of equations. This
model was found highly stable but required two times or more computation time
for difficult problems compared to the semi implicit model.
A fully implicit method to solve a thermal model was introduced by Grabowski
et al. [25] for simulating in-situ combustion and steamflood processes. The model
was 3D and compositional where components are distributed among water, oil,
gas, and solid phases. Water and oil components may be present in both oil and
water phases to allow for the treatment of emulsion. Heat loss to surroundings
was included. The conservation equations were discretized into FD form using
first backward differences in time and central differences in space with upstream
densities, mobolities, and enthalpies in the flow terms. The FD equations were
solved by Newton-Raphson iteration with the Jacobian matrix of derivatives which
were evaluated numerically. Grabowski et al.’s simulator employed an automatic
time step selection based on changes in the dependent variables. They showed
that the fully implicit formulation of the solution method is highly stable. It
demands, however, large computing time and storage. The performance of their
simulator was tested to investigate the sensitivity of the number of gridblocks,
time step size and discreatization direction on the solutions. They noted that the
simulation results were varied with the choice of the parameters and suggested
to run a sensitivity study for obtaining an optimal combination of grid and time
step sizes.
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Derived from the fact that fully implicit methods are robust but computation-
ally expensive, Youngren [56] proposed a strategy to employ a formulation implicit
in only the most essential variables and explicit in less essential. Youngren used
Coats’s most recent model [15] as a basis. He developed a 3D, three-phase model
with five components applied to in-situ combustion process. The five components
are water, dead oil, oxygen, and two volatile components. The equations on which
the model was based consider gravity, capillary forces, and heat transfer by convec-
tion and conduction. The first sequence of calculations was to solve equations for
pressure, saturations, and oxygen component. Then, temperature was calculated
explicitly followed by solving equations for volatile components. The loop was
continued until convergence is achieved. Through simulation of laboratory and
pilot test combustion processes, Youngren showed that the gridblock size affects
the shape of saturation and temperature profiles. He observed that numerical dis-
persion resulted from FD approximation was pronounced, which tended to smear
saturation and temperature profiles and reduced the displacement efficiency.
After Grabowski et al. [25], a few attempts were made to develop new models.
One of these efforts was the volume balance approach. A´cs et al [2] introduced
also the volume balance approach in modeling a compositional isothermal simu-
lator. Brantferger et al. [8] applied this approach to solve the mass and energy
conservation equations describing the steamflood process. Brantferger et al.’s
formulation used a thermodynamically independent set of primary variables to
linearize the FD forms of component and energy conservation equations, and the
pore volume constraint. This eliminated the need for multiple sets of primary
variables. Pressure, total enthalpy, and mole number were chosen as primary
variables. The nonlinear algebraic equations were solved by Newton-Raphson it-
eration with the Jacobian matrix formed by differentiating the nonlinear system
of FD equations with respect to the change in the primary variables. The benefits
of such formulation would be in the development of more robust general purpose
simulators.
Continuing efforts in developing thermal simulators have been done to modify
and refine solutions to improve the efficiency of simulator. These improvements
and successful applications have given the petroleum and software engineers the
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confidence to develop commercial simulators. As a consequence, the industry
as well as researchers have moved more towards using commercially available
simulators. These simulators mostly rely on the mathematical models and the
solution methods of the FD equations described by Coats [15] and Grabowski
et al. [25]. Recent developments in simulation techniques of thermal processes
have addressed the issues such as grid refinement, solution methods, and grid
orientation effects [53].
Local grid refinement is a natural procedure to handle rapidly changing proper-
ties like temperature, pressure, or saturation mostly around the wellbore. In grid
refinement procedures, it is common to find irregular connections, which evolves
from coupling of coarse and find gridblocks. This produces matrices with com-
plex structure and storage requirements. Rodrigues and Dickestein [45] addressed
this problem using a composite mesh based on a finite volume technique. Most
recently, Nilsson et al. [37] presented an adaptive mesh refinement based on Carte-
sian cell-based anisotropic refinement. They stated that the scheme supports for
quick transition from coarse grids to the very fine local grids desirable to resolve
solution fronts and reservoir heterogeneity.
Solution methods employed in the commercial thermal simulators are mostly
based the Newton-Raphason method. Successful building and solving the Ja-
cobian matrix is the heart of this method. In building the Jacobian matrix,
alignment of primary variables and conservation equations is very important. Ci-
cek and Ertekin [12] noted that the effect of any equation and primary variable
alignment on convergence rate is system dependent. They then proposed consid-
erations in the establishment of the equation and primary variable alignment to
improve the convergence rate.
The problem of grid orientation effects has been reported by most model-
ers as already discussed. These effects render simulation results dependent on
the orientation and level of the numerical grid, and may produce widely varying
quantitative simulation results as shown by Coats [16] and Grabowski et al. [25].
The grid orientation effects result from the application of FD numerical solution
techniques to the mass and energy conservation equations. This is more pro-
nounced when the initial water is mobile and unfavorable mobility ratio increases.
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Chen et al. [10] have reported successful reduction of grid orientation problems for
both immiscible and miscible processes using higher order differencing techniques.
Abou-Kassem and Aziz [1] found that for most of the immiscible thermal displace-
ment processes, a nine-point FD formulation with two-point upstream mobility
would alleviate the grid orientation problem.
2.2 Streamline-Based Simulation
Nowadays, streamline-based simulation is very popular and commonly applied in
reservoir simulation studies, nevertheless this technology can be traced back to
the early days of petroleum engineering. Streamline-based simulation represents
a radically different method for the variables calculations over grid-based FD sim-
ulation methods. In this method, the streamlines are used instead of the grids to
solve any conservation equations in the sequential step. The strategy consists of
solving a pressure equation for the given Dirichlet or Neumann boundary values.
After the pressure solution has been computed for each gridblock, the velocity
vectors are defined at gridblock faces and streamlines are traced. The convective
problems are then solved along the streamlines using a 1D formulation expressed
in terms of the time-of-flight variable. These 1D streamlines can be solved us-
ing relatively large time steps as they are not affected by the grid-based stability
limitations. The ability to take large convective time steps with fewer pressures
solutions within a sequential formulation are the primary reasons that the stream-
line method is faster than FD method. In addition, because the flow occurs along
streamlines rather than between the discrete gridblocks, the streamline solutions
are grid insensitive and can minimize the grid orientation effects associated with
the FD method. The obvious advantages of the streamline method have boosted
its wide application and fast commercialization [31].
Unlike the earlier streamtube1 calculations, streamline simulators have dis-
pensed with the explicit construction of volume elements and replaced them with
calculations along lines. Each line may be thought of as tracing out the center
1See Reference [54] for a complete survey of the streamtube method, and a through discussion
on their applications to reservoir simulation
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of a streamtube, with the velocity obtained from a numerical FD calculation. In
contrast, within a streamtube, the velocity is obtained from the volumetric flux
per unit area, where the area must be calculated explicitly as part of the stream-
tube construction. With streamlines the geometry is implicit making it simple to
perform calculations in 3D. Where streamtube calculations emphasized 2D sweep
and pattern floods, streamline simulation has been applied to the full range of
multiphase and compositional displacements processes in 3D [4, 17, 55].
The accuracy of streamline solutions depends on several factors including the
accurate tracing of streamlines and the computation of travel time along individual
streamline, the numerical scheme used to propagate solutions along streamlines,
the mappings between streamlines and pressure grid, and the time step selection
during streamline simulation. The following review concentrates on these aspects
in the context of FD formulation.
Most streamline simulators of petroleum reservoirs employ Pollock’s algo-
rithm [41] for streamline tracing because this is consistent with the governing flow
FD equation. Pollock’s algorithm is a semi-analytical method that recovers the
exit point of a streamline and the time-of-flight in a block of the simulation grid,
by assuming that the velocity field in a gridblock as a linear interpolation from
the fluxes at the faces of the gridblock. The same method of streamline tracing
was developed by Datta-Gupta and King [19]. They introduced the concept of the
”time-of- flight” to characterize transport through a porous permeable medium.
Datta-Gupta and King also presented a streamline model for 2D heterogeneous
areal displacements of two-well tracer and waterflood problems. Semianalytical
calculations for tracer response curves and swept areas are demonstrated using
the time-of-flight information. Most of the current streamline simulators use this
concept of time-of-flight because of its simplicity and its decoupling effects, which
split a 3D problem into series of 1D problem. This has been the most significant
contribution in streamline-based simulation.
Solution techniques along streamlines is the center of the streamline simulation.
Analytical and numerical techniques are available. While the former is restricted
to the problems with fixed streamline paths, the latter is general and can be
applied to account for changing well conditions or gravity. The main requirement
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for an analytical solution is uniform initial conditions along a streamline path.
Thiele [54] has shown that any analytical solution that is a function of xD/tD
can be mapped to streamtubes, where xD and tD are dimensionless volume and
dimensionless time, respectively. Batycky [4] then derived the value of xD/tD for
a streamline that is equivalent to τ/t where τ is time-of-flight and t is simulation
time. Since properties like saturation, composition, and also temperature which is
the main target of this work, are a unique function of xD/tD, they are also a unique
function of τ/t. Thus, only the time-of-flight along a streamline needs to be defined
to determine fluid properties along the streamlines. If nonuniform properties exist
along streamline paths as resulting from changing well and mobility conditions,
the numerical technique is favorable to move forward the solutions in space and
time. Batycky solved the 1D saturation equation numerically using a single point
upstream (SPU) weighting FD scheme explicit in time. He discretized the 1D
equation in τ space. This leads to a refinement in 1D where flow velocities are
high, and to reduced resolution where flow velocities are low. To retain accuracy
within the numerical solver, the irregularly spaced τ grid is converted to a regularly
spaced τ grid. Time step for the SPU scheme is controlled by use of the optimal
local Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) constraint particular to a given streamline.
Yan et al. [55] used explicit and implicit SPU schemes to solve 1D conservation
equations for multicomponent and multiphase flow along a streamline. They found
that implicit SPU is more efficient than explicit SPU, but gives larger numerical
dispersion.
Mapping the updated properties from streamlines to gridblocks at the end of
each pressure time step was also discussed by Batycky [4] in detail. This mapping
procedure is based on assumption that the assigned flux for each streamline is in-
dependent of position along streamline and the flux is the same for each streamline
within a gridblock. This procedure is strict only for incompressible and isother-
mal conditions. Otherwise, the compressible and thermal flow will result in the
flux divergence along streamline. This variation should be taken into account in
the calculation of the average properties in a gridblock by weighting the proper-
ties, local flux, and time-of-flight of each streamline segment passing through the
gridblock [11].
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To improve on the numerical stability of streamline simulations, Osako et
al. [38] proposed a guideline to choose time step size for pressure updates. He
derived a streamline time-of-flight saturation equation in the IMPES formulation
accounting both longitudinal and transverse fluxes. He showed the errors caused
by the neglect of transverse flux as done in the conventional streamline simulation.
A correction CFL based on the transverse flux for saturation calculation along
streamline was then introduced. He demonstrated the ability of this correction
CFL to provide an effective pressure time step control for streamline simulation
using a series of numerical experiments in homogeneous and heterogeneous quarter
five-spot patterns at various mobility ratio. The proposed approach by Osako et
al. is particularly interesting because it will eliminate much of the subjectivity
associated with streamline simulation, and provide a basis for automatic control
of pressure time step within full field streamline simulations.
An important advance in the streamline-based simulation has been made by
introducing an operator splitting technique to decouple the convective and dif-
fusion parts for separate solution. The method has been implemented in the
streamline simulators and both accuracy and efficiency have been tested favor-
ably [4, 7, 9, 17]. As mentioned, the streamline method work well for flow that
is dominated by convection. They are less well suited to describe physical phe-
nomena that transport fluids across the streamlines. The idea of the operator
splitting technique is to isolate the convective flow from the diffusion and solve
them separately. The convective part is first solved along 1D streamlines using
a FD method. This updates the properties along streamlines, and these values
are then used to compute updated properties in the gridblocks, where they are
again updated by solving the diffusion parts. Using the operator splitting tech-
nique, various displacement mechanisms such as gravity, capillary, and conduction
effects can be modeled in the streamline framework.
2.3 Hot Waterflooding Process
Hot waterflooding as a thermal recovery method has been a topic of research for
the past decades [33, 35, 51]. In its simple form, a hot waterflooding involves the
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flow of only two phases: water and oil. To hot-waterflood an heavy oil reservoir,
water is injected that has been heated to a temperature substantially higher than
the original reservoir temperature, but lower than the vaporization temperature
of water at the prevailing pressure. In the reservoir the hot water flows contin-
uously into cooler region and heat loses to surroundings until it has been cooled
to the initial reservoir temperature. Thus, a heated zone and a region or ”bank”
of cooled oil begin to accumulate immediately after hot water injection is started.
This oil bank continues to grow ahead of the heated zone, which also grows. The
displacement processes are considered unfavorable where oil is displaced immisci-
bly by both cold and hot water. The primary role of the heated water is to reduce
the oil viscosity and, thereby, improve the local displacement efficiency over that
obtainable from a cold waterflood. The incremental benefits of hot waterflooding
usually occur long after the breakthrough of cool water at producing wells, and
the increased oil recovery is accomplished necessarily with high water oil ratio.
Typical reservoir parameters for the hot waterflooding are listed in Table 2.1.
Reservoirs contain oils of relatively low to moderate in-situ viscosity which are
potential target of this technique, while density can be more varied.
Table 2.1: Critical parameters for hot waterflooding.
Field [Reference] µo, cp ρo,
oAPI T , oC] φ, % k, md
Kern River [20] 40 13 99a 32 3000
North Sea [23] 400 25 31 33 5000
Saskatchewan [30] 112 15 37 25 1500
Loco [35] 588 21 21 29 2553
Balam [40] 11 28 55 Na Na
Rantaubais [40] 600 32 55 Nab Na
Schoonebeek [51] 180 41 38 33 3200
apost steamflood
bnot available
Hot waterflooding is a viable recovery method for reservoirs that underwent
cold waterflood. Actual field applications [30, 35, 51] proved that hot water-
flooding can recover significant volumes of incremental oil and would extend the
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economic life of the water-flooded reservoirs. This technique has also proven
its worth in the post steamflood reservoirs [20]. Steam override associated with
steamflood recovery leaves high oil saturation in the lower portion of the reservoir.
Hot waterflooding is seen as an effective technique for these bypassed reserves. An
attractive hot waterflooding as an enhanced oil recovery application is reported
by Pederson and Sitorus [40]. Instead of heating injected water by burning oil, hot
waterflooding is operated using hot water from geothermal sources. They showed
that this novel approach increases ultimate recovery with attractive development
costs.
Simulation of hot waterflooding processes in heavy oil reservoirs will be pre-
sented throughout this dissertation. Therefore, some discussions about heavy oil
reservoirs are cited here. Heavy oil reservoirs are characterized by high viscosity
and low API gravity. Figure 2.1 reveals correlation between viscosity and oil grav-
ity for heavy oil reservoirs which varies by region [21] of global heavy oil practices.
Viscosities range from 10 to 40000 cp with API gravities ranging from 8 to 20
degrees.
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Figure 2.1: Relationship between viscosity and API gravity for different heavy oil
areas, after Ehlig-Economides and Fernandez [21].
Heavy oil is produced typically from shallow reservoirs where permeability of
the order of 10’s of Darcies is common. However, the high oil viscosity causes
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low mobility, and hence, low well productivity. Frequently high initial produc-
tivity drops very quickly threatening the economic viability of the well. Under
primary recovery at reservoir temperature, typical recovery factors range from 1 to
10 % [18]. Thermal processes by hot fluid injection have proven to be a practical
means of recovering heavy oils. Viscosity reduction with increasing temperature
is the primary mechanism cause of additional oil recovered. Recovery factor can
reach 80 % in some steamflood operations. To improve economic risk of a heavy
oil recovery project, forecasts of reservoir response to the application of hot fluid
injection are necessary before starting the project. Numerical reservoir simulation
is a cost effective way to provide forecasts.
2.4 Concluding Remarks
Thermal simulators started evolving in the early 1970’s. The general tendency
in solving the governing PDE’s has been to use the fully implicit FD method.
However, this method has been criticized in terms of the computational cost. In
addition, the solutions by this method subjected to the grid orientation problems,
which render the solutions dependent on the orientation and level of numerical
grid. The sequential method has been introduced to reduce the size of the linear
equation systems (LESs) but the solutions are still impacted by the grid-based
stability limitations. Continuing efforts have been done to improve accuracy and
efficiency of simulators. Recent developments in simulation techniques of ther-
mal recovery processes have addressed the issues such as grid refinement, solution
methods, and grid orientation effects. Moreover, simple methods with capabili-
ties reasonably balanced between detailed physical model and the computational
efficiency are not available.
In comparison, streamline simulation offers means to capture detailed con-
vective displacements in a timely manner. This is because fluids move along
streamlines, not through gridblocks. The solutions reflect more strongly the flow
features. In addition, relatively large time steps can be adopted as they are
not impacted by the grid-based stability limitations. Physical diffusions is ac-
counted in the streamline-based simulation by an operator splitting technique.
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By incorporating the physical diffusions, the streamline method can be applied to
account for more realistic displacement processes. Under steady-state isothermal
displacement, the streamline method is the ideal tool for quantifying the injec-
tor to producer relationship, determining the fluid flow pattern in a field, and
quickly assessing multiple full-field development scenarios such as injection and
well allocation strategies.
Finally, this work extended the application of streamline approach to unsteady-
state thermal displacement. The developed simulators were tested through simu-
lations of heavy oil by means of hot waterflooding. Therefore, some aspects of hot
waterflooding process and heavy oil reservoirs were also reviewed in this chapter.
Chapter 3
Mathematical Model
This chapter describes a mathematical model for thermal recovery simulation us-
ing the streamline method. Discussions begin with the conservation equations
for mass balance and total energy balance applicable for the general thermal oil
recovery model. Simplifying assumptions reduce the equations to a system of
hyperbolic PDEs. A special case for hot waterflooding processes and the key as-
sumptions associated with them were derived. Mathematical derivation for the
streamline techniques focuses on the coordinate transformation from the physi-
cal space to a coordinate following the flow direction based on the time-of-flight
concept, and also focuses on the steps required for tracing the streamline paths.
3.1 Mass and Heat Transport
The underlying physical principles related to mass and energy transport and how
their mathematical representations are used to develop PDEs representing the
mass and energy balances are presented. General references include Lake [32] and
Prats [42].
3.1.1 Mechanisms of Transport
A particular fluid component can be transported by molecular diffusion and by
bulk flow. Mass transfer by diffusion within a phase α is important in many
thermal recovery processes such as miscible processes. The diffusive mass flux
21
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per unit cross-sectional area in the presence of temperature variations, is given by
Fick’s Law,
~uD = − ~~D · ∇ωiα; α = w, o, g (3.1)
where
~~D characterizes the component dispersivity and ωiα is the mass fraction of
component i in phase α.
The bulk flow is the volume rate of flow per unit cross-sectional area. It is
governed by Darcy’s Law, which is also known as Darcy velocity or volumetric
flux. The generalized form of Darcy’s Law in porous permeable media is,
~uα =
Qα
A
= −
~~kkrα
µα
· (∇pα − ραg∇D) . (3.2)
Here pα is the phase pressure, ρα is the phase density, µα is the phase viscosity,
g is the gravitational constant, and D is the depth. Refer to Nomenclature for
explanations on notation.
Heat is transferred by conduction, convection and radiation. Radiation seldom
arises within a reservoir. Therefore, it is usually negligible in the thermal recovery
models. The concept of conduction and convection parallels fluid transport by
diffusion and bulk flow, respectively, in that conduction and diffusion result from
molecular interactions while convection and bulk flow are macroscopic phenomena.
The conductive heat flux is from Fourier’s Law,
~uK = −Kh∇T, (3.3)
where Kh is the total thermal conductivity of the material and T is the tempera-
ture.
Convection describes the process by which energy is transferred by a flowing
fluid. Consider a heated fluid flowing at a volumetric flux ~uα. The associated
convective heat flux in the absence of potential and kinetic energy is written as,
~uT = ~uαραCα (T − Tref ) , (3.4)
where Cα is the phase heat capacity and Tref is the reference temperature. Con-
vective heat transfer has components in the x-, y-, and z-directions that are pro-
portional to the x-, y-, and z-components of the fluid flow.
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3.1.2 Conservation of Mass
Consider an arbitrary control volume V embedded within a permeable medium
through which flowing is an arbitrary number of components. The law of conser-
vation of mass for flow of a component i in control volume V requires that,
net rate of
i transported
into V
+
rate of
sink/source
of i in V
=
rate of
accumulation
of i in V
The PDE arising from the above law with np phases flowing in a porous permeable
medium is [32],
−∇ ·
(
np∑
α=1
~uαραωiα − Sαφρα ~~Diα · ∇ωiα
)
+
np∑
α=1
qαωiα =
∂
∂t
(
φ
np∑
α=1
ραSαωiα
)
.
(3.5)
Here, qα represents the mass flow rate of a source or sink that may be a function
of position, time, temperature, pressure, and compositions. The equation (3.5) is
known as compositional, since it is applied to each component of interest. For a
reservoir problem with nc components, there are nc PDEs of the type given by
Eq. (3.5). It is a very general equation and reduces to the more familiar form of
the continuity equations used in the next section to derive a hot waterflooding
model known as phase continuity equations.
3.1.3 Conservation of Energy
Conservation of energy equation is required for non-isothermal flow. The energy
conservation or first law thermodynamics can be stated as,
net rate
of energy
transported into V
+
rate of
energy from
sink/source in V
=
rate of
accumulation
of energy in V
The contribution of kinetic and potential energies to the energy balance of a reser-
voir in a typical thermal recovery processes is small. Therefore, for the practical
purposes they are negligible. Thus, the PDE describing the conservation of energy
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can be expressed as [32],
− ∇ ·
(
np∑
α=1
~uαραHα
)
+∇ ·
(
Kh~∇T
)
+
np∑
α=1
qαHα
=
∂
∂t
(
φ
np∑
α=1
SαραUα + (1− φ) ρrCrT
)
, (3.6)
where Hα and Uα stand for the phase enthalpy and internal energies, ρr is the
rock density, and Cr is the rock heat capacity. The energy transport is made up
of convective contributions from the flowing phases and conduction as defined in
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).
The system of equations presented thus far is formidable. However, in many
instances of practical interest, the equation can be simplified considerably by
reducing either the number of pertinent mass and heat transfer mechanisms or
the number of components and phases or both. The next section describes how
these general mass and heat transport equations have been reduced in modeling
hot waterflooding.
3.2 Hot Waterflooding Model
For this work, the interest lies in modeling thermal recovery processes by means
of hot waterflooding. Here, the mathematical model for the hot waterflooding was
derived. Chapters 4, 5, 6, reveal the applicability of the model in the context of
streamline-based simulation.
3.2.1 Governing Equations
In its simplest form, a hot waterflooding involves the flow of only two phases: wa-
ter and oil. Key assumptions made to derive the PDEs for the hot waterflooding
model used in this work are (1) two components: oil and water, (2) the oil com-
ponent is insoluble in the water phase, (3) the water component is not allowed to
dissolve in the oil phase, (4) relative permeability and capillary pressure are inde-
pendent of temperature, (5) heat flow to and from overburden and underburden
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does not occur. Therefore, the specific forms of the mass conservation equations
for the water and oil components are,
∇ · ~~k [ρw (λw∇pw − λwg∇D)] + qw = ∂
∂t
(φSwρw) , (3.7)
∇ · ~~k [ρo (λo∇po − λog∇D)] + qo = ∂
∂t
(φSoρo) . (3.8)
Darcy velocity (Eq. (3.2)) has been used to write the above equations. Eqs. (3.7)
and (3.8) have identical form because each phase consists of only one component,
and there is no inter-phase transportation of the components. The total energy
conservation is given by,
∇ · ~~k [ρwHw (λw∇pw − λwg∇D) + ρoHo (λo∇po − λog∇D)] +∇ · (Kh∇T )
+qwH
w
w + qoH
w
o =
∂
∂t
[φ (SwρwUw + SoρoUo) + (1− φ) ρrCrT ] , (3.9)
where superscript w stands for well. The phase mobility (λα) and the phase
gravity mobility (λαg) are defined as,
λα =
krα
µα
, (3.10a)
λαg =
krαραg
µα
. (3.10b)
3.2.2 Boundary Conditions
The pressure for streamline tracing is obtained from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8). Bound-
ary conditions for the pressure solution are defined at wells and the no-flow bound-
aries over the surface of the reservoir model. The mass phase flow rate per unit
volume, qα from a layer k at a well within an anisotropic medium is given by
Peaceman’s formulation [39] as,
qα =
nl∑
k=1
Twαk [p
w
k − pαk] , (3.11)
where pwk is the pressure in the wellbore and pαk is the phase pressure in the
gridblock. The well layer transmissibility of phase α, Twαk, is given by,
Twαk = WIkλ
w
α,k; WIk =
2pike,k∆zk
ln
re,k
rw,k
+sk
; λwα,k =
krαρα
µα
(3.12)
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where WIk is the respective well index, sk is the skin factor, and rw,k is the
wellbore radius. The wellbore phase mobility λwα,k is assumed to be the gridblock
phase mobility for production wells, and the injection phase mobility for injection
wells. The effective absolute permeability ke,k and the effective wellblock radius
re,k are calculated by,
ke,k = (kx/ky)
1/2
k ; re,k = 0.28

[
(ky/kx)
1/2∆x2 + (kx/ky)
1/2∆y2
]1/2
(ky/kx)
1/4 (kx/ky)
1/4

k
.(3.13)
For multilayer wells, each layer’s well pressure is related to the well pressure of
the top well gridblock completion (k∗). A variable density gradient in the wellbore
is approximated by the following relationship,
pwk = p
w
k∗ + 0.5
k∑
l=k∗+1
(γl−1 + γl) (Dl −Dl−1) (3.14)
where the wellbore specific gravity, γl, at the l
th layer is calculated by,
γl =
λαg,l
λα,l
. (3.15)
For producers γl is calculated from the block phase properties, while for injectors
γl is calculated from the injection phase properties. Combining Eq. (3.11) and
Eq. (3.14) yields the governing well equation,
qα =
nl∑
k=1
Twαk
[
pwk∗ − pαk + 0.5
k∑
l=k∗+1
(γl−1 + γl) (Dl −Dl−1)
]
. (3.16)
The unknown in the above equation is either qα for a well specified with a pressure
constraint known as the Dirichlet boundary condition, or pwk∗ for a well specified
with total rate constraint called the Neumann boundary condition.
3.2.3 Auxiliary Relationships
The following constraint and relationships are used in completing the system given
in Eqs. (3.7)–(3.9).
¯ The saturation of the water and oil phases satisfies the constraint: Sw+So = 1.
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¯ The phase pressures are related by the capillary pressure Pcow,
pw = po − Pcow, (3.17)
where it is assumed to be a function of water saturation: Pcow = Pcow(Sw).
¯ Relative permeabilities to water and gas are made dependent on each phase
saturation: krw = krw(Sw) and krg = krg(Sg).
¯ The oil relative permeability is calculated using the modified Stone’s Model II
as,
kro = krocw
[(
krow
krocw
+ krw
)(
krog
krocw
+ krg
)
− krw − krg
]
, (3.18)
where krocw = krow(Sw = Swc) = krog(Sg = 0).
¯ The phase densities ρw and ρo are modeled by a correlation function of T and
p [13],
ρα (p, T ) = ρ
sc
α · exp
[
cα (pα − psc)− a (T − Tsc)− 0.5b
(
T 2 − T 2sc
)]
. (3.19)
¯ The liquid phase viscosity may be specified using the following correlation [13],
µα = avis · exp (bvis/T ) . (3.20)
¯ The enthalpies of the water, oil, and gas phases are calculated as follows [13],
Cg(T ) = c1 + c2T + c3T
2 + c4T
3, (3.21a)
Hv(T ) = hv(Tcr − T )ev , (3.21b)
Hg(T ) =
∫ T
Tref
Cg(T )dT, (3.21c)
Hα(T ) = Hg(T )−Hv(T ); α = w, o. (3.21d)
¯ The liquid internal energies are calculated as [13],
Uα = Hα − pα/ρα. (3.22)
¯ The porosity is taken to be a function of pressure as,
φ = φref · exp (cr(p− pref )) . (3.23)
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3.2.4 Solution of Nonlinear Equations
In this work, the pressure for defining streamlines is derived by summing up
Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) as done in Chapter 4 or simultaneously solving Eq. (3.7)
and Eq. (3.8) as carried out in Chapters 5 and 6. Either is accompanied by
the boundary condition given in Eq. (3.16). The FD approximation is applied to
discretize the nonlinear equations. The discretized equations are then solved using
the Newton-Raphson iterative technique. This method is powerful technique, and
has been extensively applied in simulation of petroleum reservoirs [3, 22].
The system of equations can be expressed in residual form as follows,
R(X) = 0, (3.24)
where X is the set of unknowns. Performing a Tylor series expansion of Eq. (3.24)
about an assumed solution, Xv+1 results in,
R
(
Xv+1
) ≈ R (Xv) + [∂R (X)
∂X
]v [
Xv+1 −Xv] , (3.25)
where v is the Newton iteration number. From the requirement that the residuals
at the v+1 must vanish, Eq. (3.25) leads to a system of linearized matrix equation
as, [
∂R (X)
∂X
] [
Xv+1 −Xv] = [−R (Xv)] , (3.26)
which represents a linear system of Neq = nxNb + Nw simultaneous equations.
Here, nx is the number of unknowns, Nb is the number of active gridblocks, and
Nw is the number of open wells. Defining N = nxNb, Eq. (3.26) can further be
rewritten in a more expanded matrix form as,
[Jv]

δX1
δX2
.
.
δXN
.
δXN+Nw

=−

Rv1
Rv2
.
.
RvN
.
RvN+Nw

(3.27)
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where [J ] is the Jacobian matrix, [δX] = [Xv+1 −Xv] is the vector unknown
changes in the primary variables in each gridblock, and [Rv] is the vector residuals
of the equations in each gridblock at the current iteration. The initial guess
for the solution of Eq. (3.27), Xo, is usually Xn, the solution to the previous
timestep. The iterative process is considered to have converged when both [δX]
and R(Xv) are sufficiently small, at which time the solution at the current time
is Xn+1 = Xv+1.
The entries in the Jacobian are,
Jij =
∂Ri
∂Xj
; i = 1 to Neq, j = 1 to Neq. (3.28)
In general, J has N2eq entries. However, entries corresponding to i and j from
unconnected gridblocks or wells will be zero. In fact, most of the Jij entries will
be zero, making J a banded sparse matrix. To solve such a matrix system, we use
a multigrid solver (SAMG) [52] which was integrated into our codes. The SAMG
is a commercial library of subroutines for the highly efficient solution of large
systems of equations with sparse matrix. The details of the structure of SAMG
are beyond the scope of this work. The reader is referred to the Reference [52] for
a detailed description of this solver.
3.3 Streamline Techniques
Streamline simulation is greatly facilitated by the time-of-flight (τ) concept [19,
31]. Any 3D convection-driven equation can be transformed into multiple 1D
equations by using τ as the coordinate space instead of the (x, y, z) coordinates.
Solving the 1D problems along streamlines reduces the simulation time and sup-
presses the numerical dispersion [5, 9, 19]. Mathematical derivation for this co-
ordinate transformation will be outlined here followed by a description on the
streamline path calculations.
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3.3.1 Time-of-Flight Coordinate
An important concept in streamline simulation is the time-of-flight which is the
time required to reach a distance, ζ, on a streamline based on the total velocity
vector along the streamline. The time-of-flight variable, although measured in
units of time, acts as the spatial coordinate. Mathematically, the time-of-flight is
stated as,
τ(s) =
∫ s
0
φ (ζ)
|~ut (ζ)|dζ. (3.29)
The permeability, porosity, and total mobility of the 3D domain are honored along
the streamlines by means of the τ coordinate. Recognizing that the total velocity
|~ut| is,
|~ut| = dζ
dt
=
∂ζ
∂x
∂x
∂t
+
∂ζ
∂y
∂y
∂t
+
∂ζ
∂z
∂z
∂t
= ~ut · ∇ζ, (3.30)
Eq. (3.29) can be rewritten in a differential form as follows,
~ut · ∇τ = φ. (3.31)
The streamline method relies on a coordinate transformation from the physical
space to a coordinate system following the flow directions. A three dimensional
coordinate transformation requires three spatial coordinates. One is supplied by
τ . The other two are the bi-streamfunctions ψ and χ [6, 19],
~ut = ∇ψ ×∇χ. (3.32)
Note that the incompressible assumption is implicit in this representation because
of the vector identity,
∇ · (∇ψ ×∇χ) = 0. (3.33)
Proof of this equation is presented in Appendix A. Thus, for the incompressible
flow ∇ · ~ut = 0.
The Jacobian of the coordinate transformation takes the simple form by using
Eq. (3.32) and Eq. (3.31) [19],∣∣∣∣∂ (τ, ψ, χ)∂ (x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣ = (∇ψ ×∇χ) · ∇τ = ~ut · ∇τ = φ. (3.34)
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Proof of Eq. (3.34) can also be found in Appendix A. The relationship between
the physical space and the time-of-flight coordinates following the flow direction
can now be obtained by simply rearranging Eq. (3.34),
φdxdydz = dτdψdχ. (3.35)
Clearly, the coordinate transformation also preserves the pore volume in stream-
line coordinates, which is an essential feature to maintain the material balance.
Here, the gradient operator will be expressed in terms of gradients and deriva-
tives in the (τ, ψ, χ) coordinates as,
∇ = (∇τ) ∂
∂τ
+ (∇ψ) ∂
∂ψ
+ (∇χ) ∂
∂χ
, (3.36a)
~ut · ∇ = ~ut · (∇τ) ∂
∂τ
+ ~ut · (∇ψ) ∂
∂ψ
+ ~ut · (∇χ) ∂
∂χ
. (3.36b)
The second and third terms in the right-hand side vanish because ~ut is orthogonal
to both ∇ψ and ∇χ. Using this fact, the expression for the coordinate transfor-
mation from (x, y, z) to τ is simply,
~ut · ∇ = φ ∂
∂τ
. (3.37)
It is the operator equality used to transform any convection-driven equation from
a 3D problem to 1D problems along the streamlines.
A second, very simple derivation leading to Eq. (3.37) as well begins by rewrite
Eq. (3.29) as,
∂τ
∂ζ
=
φ
|~ut| =⇒ |~ut|
∂
∂ζ
= φ
∂
∂τ
, (3.38)
and substituting for the |~ut| from Eq. (3.30) leading to,
~ut · ∇ζ ∂
∂ζ
= φ
∂
∂τ
. (3.39)
which returns the same expression for the operator equality as Eq. (3.37),
~ut · ∇ = φ ∂
∂τ
. (3.40)
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To illustrate the major advantage of the τ coordinate, consider the sequential
formulation of water transport equation (see Appendix B, Eq. (B.25)) in the
absence of sink and source,
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρwfw~ut) = 0; fw = λw
λt
, (3.41a)
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+ ~ut · ∇ (ρwfw) + (ρwfw)∇ · ~ut = 0, (3.41b)
For incompressible and isothermal flow the term ∇·~ut vanishes and ρw is constant.
Under these conditions, Eq (3.41b) leads to,
∂Sw
∂t
+ ~ut · ∇fw = 0. (3.42)
This 3D problem can be transformed into 1D problems using the τ coordinate as
defined in Eq. (3.37) gives,
∂Sw
∂t
+
∂fw
∂τ
= 0. (3.43)
Therefore, to implement the streamline method, all that is required is the calcu-
lation of the integral in Eq. (3.29). Details of this calculations are described as
follows.
3.3.2 Streamline Tracing
By definition, a streamline is the instantaneous curve in space that at every point
is tangent to the local velocity vector at certain instant of time [6]. Streamlines
tracing has been discussed in several literatures [41, 44, 48]. But most of the
streamline codes follow a construction due to Pollock [41]. This method is attrac-
tive because it is analytical and consistent with the governing material balance
equation.
The basic idea of Pollock’s algorithm is to utilize a gridblock interstitial veloc-
ity model (v) that follows from the assumption that the each component of the
velocity varies linearly between the values on the appropriate pair of cell faces.
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Thus,
vx = vx,o + ax (x− xo) ; ax = vx,∆x − vx,o
∆x
, (3.44a)
vy = vy,o + ay (y − yo) ; ay = vy,∆y − vy,o
∆y
, (3.44b)
vz = vz,o + az (z − zo) ; az = vz,∆z − vz,o
∆z
. (3.44c)
Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of the above variables in a 3D gridblock.
Note that the interstitial velocity component across each cell face is obtained by
dividing the total Darcy velocity across the cell face by the porosity in the cell.
vz,o
vy,∆y
vy,o
vz,∆z
v
x,o
v
x,∆x
exit
inlet
z
y
x
∆τ
(x
o
,y
o
,z
o
)
Figure 3.1: Schematic of streamline through 3D cell.
The streamline trajectories and time-of-flight within a gridblock can be com-
puted by a direct integration of the cell velocities. For example in the x-direction,
vx = dx/dt,
dx
dt
= vx,o + ax (x− xo) =⇒
∫ ∆te,x
0
dt =
∫ xe
xi
dx
vx,o + ax (x− xo) . (3.45)
The same expression exists for y- and z-directions. Integrating Eq. (3.45) yields
the time required to reach an x exit face, ∆te,x. And similarly for the exit face in
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the y- and z-directions giving,
∆te,x =
1
ax
ln
{
vx,o + ax (xe − xo)
vx,o + ax (xi − xo)
}
, (3.46a)
∆te,y =
1
ay
ln
{
vy,o + ay (ye − yo)
vy,o + ay (yi − yo)
}
, (3.46b)
∆te,z =
1
az
ln
{
vz,o + az (ze − zo)
vz,o + ax (zi − zo)
}
, (3.46c)
where subscripts i stands for inlet, e denotes for exit, and o represents for origin.
The true face on which the streamline exits is the face requiring smallest value
of ∆te calculated from Eqs. (3.46a)–(3.46c). Using the minimum time, ∆te, the
exact exit location of the streamline is determined by reordering Eqs. (3.46) as,
xe =
1
ax
(vx,i exp{ax∆te} − vx,o) + xo, (3.47a)
ye =
1
ay
(vy,i exp{ay∆te} − vy,o) + yo, (3.47b)
ze =
1
az
(vz,i exp{az∆te} − vz,o) + zo. (3.47c)
The above calculations are repeated, cell by cell, until a sink is encountered. The
time-of-flight as defined in Eq (3.29) is evaluated analytically using Eqs. (3.46a)–
(3.46c) such that,
τ =
ngb∑
i=1
∆te,i (3.48)
where ∆te,i is the time-of-flight through gridblock i and ngb is the number of
gridblock passed by a streamline.
Streamlines are launched from gridblock faces containing an injector. The flux
across each injection block face is uniform, consistent with the underlying velocity
field. Therefore, streamlines are uniformly distributed on the faces of the source
block proportional to the flux across that block. Thus, the initial flux for each
streamline Qsl is simply assigned as [4],
Qsl =
Qf
nsf
(3.49)
where Qf is the flux out of a given face, and nsf is the number of streamlines
launched from the face. Sufficient streamlines are launched so that every gridblock
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has at least one streamline passing through it. If there is no streamline passing
through an active gridblock, a streamline is traced backwards from the center of
that gridblock to the next gridblock containing a streamline.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
The underlying physical principles related to mass and energy transport and how
their mathematical representations are used to develop PDEs representing the
mass and energy balance for multiphase flow were outlined. The general governing
PDEs was simplified to a specific problem of hot waterflooding process. The
required constraints and relationships in solving a hot waterflood model were
listed. A solution technique for the governing set of nonlinear PDEs by Newton-
Raphson method was also presented. The term of nonlinear refers to dependency
of the coefficients in equations on the unknown variables.
Mathematical derivation for streamline simulation was also outlined in this
chapter. A coordinate transformation from the physical space to a coordinate
system following the flow directions was presented. This transformation is based
upon the bi-streamfunctions and a time-of-flight coordinate. It was shown that
the physical space (x, y, z) can further be expressed simply in τ coordinate. This
simple expression allows to transform any multi-dimensional convection equation
into multiple 1D equations. The streamline tracing technique based on Pollock’s
algorithm was also discussed. A key idea of Pollock’s algorithm is to utilize a
gridblock velocity model that follows from the assumption that the velocity field is
piecewise linear within a gridblock. Thus, all that is required to trace streamlines
is a velocity vector field.
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Chapter 4
Mass and Heat Transport on
Streamlines
In this chapter, the use of streamline method to solve mass and heat transport
is presented. The modeling conditions are 2D areal, with negligible capillary
pressure and heat conduction. These conditions are known to be challenging to
streamline simulation. The pressure equation for defining streamlines is derived
by summing up the mass conservation equations with compressibility and thermal
expansion taken into account. The mass and heat transport equations are treated
as 1D problems using the time-of-flight coordinate, τ , and solved sequentially. For
each streamline, the streamline mass transport equation is first solved assuming
temperature unchanged, followed by the streamline heat equation.
Simulations of hot waterflooding in homogeneous and heterogeneous 2D areal
quarter five-spot domains are presented. We demonstrate the ability of the de-
veloped model to investigate the interaction of phase behavior, unstable flow,
numerical resolution (number of gridblocks), and heterogeneity in the hot water-
flooding processes. The results are compared to the results obtained from the
grid-based thermal simulator, STARS [13] using the 5-point and 9-point schemes
in terms of oil rate, water cut, temperature, and saturation distributions, and run
time.
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4.1 Introduction
Historical efforts to develop fast and accurate simulation models for thermal re-
covery processes have proven to be difficult yet challenging. Rapidly changing
properties like temperature, pressure, viscosity and saturations caused by the hot
water or steam injection into a heavy oil reservoir require fully compositional
models and extensive grid refinement. Such models can be computationally very
expensive for real reservoir management and decision-making. Several techniques
have been proposed to improve the efficiency of simulators [12, 53]. Moreover,
simple methods with a reasonable balance between the detailed physical model
and the computational efficiency are not available.
Our intent here is to develop a thermal streamline simulator for the effec-
tive simulation of thermal displacement behavior in a heavy oil reservoir. The
thermal simulator based on the streamline method combines the advantages of
grid-based and particle tracking methods [41]. The main objective of this work is
to indicate that the streamline method has a potential for simulations of thermal
recovery process, particularly by means of hot waterflooding. We shall focus on
computational efficiency, and will demonstrate that the streamline approach is an
appealing alternative to the standard thermal simulator.
Correctly modeling mass and heat transport effects becomes imperative when
designing the displacement process that will enhance the recovery of heavy oil.
One of the issues in order to adequately capturing fronts generated in the processes
is grid orientation effects which can arise in simulations of recovery process when
the mobility ratio of the displacement is unfavorable. These effects result from
application of numerical solution techniques to equations describing physically
unstable displacement processes. In the hot waterflooding, the mobility ratio of
the injected water near the injection well to the oil ahead of the displacement front
is more unfavorable than in conventional waterflood. It may lead to unreliable
performance predictions if the numerical scheme is not carefully chosen. For
example, breakthrough time calculated using a parallel grid and a diagonal grid
can differ by a factor of more than three [16]. More work has been done to reduce
dependency of simulation results on the orientation and level of refinement of the
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numerical grid. A 9-point FD scheme can alleviate the grid orientation effects
resulted from the immiscible thermal displacement simulations [1]. For coarse
grids, a high order differencing technique up to third-order accurate total variation
diminishing (TVD) schemes with a 9-point formulation should be considered [10].
Local grid refinement within the FD context has also been proposed to ac-
curately model fronts in simulations of displacement by thermal methods. Un-
fortunately, irregular connections which evolve from coupling of coarse and fine
gridblocks produce matrices with complex structure. This requires a great amount
of memory and high computational cost. It will become very challenging for huge
simulation models.
The streamline method can offer an attractive alternative to the grid-based FD
approach because of the natural decomposition of a multi-dimensional problem
into a series of simpler 1D problems. The 1D nature of a streamline is converted
into 1D transport problems that can be solved easily and efficiently. By trans-
porting fluids and heat along periodically changing streamlines, the streamline
method can be viewed as a dynamically updated grid that is decoupled from the
underlying static grid used to describe the reservoir geology. This is considerably
different from the grid-based approach that uses the same grid to solve both flow
and transport equations, and is forced to move fluids only along grid directions.
4.2 Governing Equations
The governing equations for the hot waterflooding based on the streamline method
in a 2D areal domain are first discussed. Then, we show the performance of the
developed model to this particular problem.
4.2.1 Hot Waterflooding Model in 2D Areal Domain
The general governing PDEs for the hot waterflooding have been outlined in
Chapter 3. If diffusion terms of gravity, capillary force, and heat conduction are
further neglected, the hot waterflooding model reduces to,
∂ (φSwρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρw~uw) = qw, (4.1)
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∂ (φSoρo)
∂t
+∇ · (ρo~uo) = qo, (4.2)
∂
∂t
[φ (SwρwUw + SoρoUo) + (1− φ) ρrCrT ]
+∇ · (ρwHw~uw + ρoHo~uo) = qwHww + qoHwo , (4.3)
where superscript w stands for well. The flux velocity, ~uα, is represented by
Darcy’s law as,
~uα = −k (λα∇p) ; α = w, o. (4.4)
where λα is given by Eq. (3.10a). Note that Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) have identical
form because each phase consists of only one component, and there is no inter-
phase transportation of the components.
The functional dependence of the fluid properties on temperature and pressure
was described in detail in Subsection 3.2.3. While temperature effects on relative
permeability play a significant role in thermal simulators, we choose to neglect
them in the current model. Thus, the influence of temperature in the simulation
model is purely through the changes in the fluid viscosities and densities.
4.2.2 Flow Equation
The streamline method can be viewed as variant of sequential method. The idea of
the sequential method is to separate an equation for the flow or pressure from the
component conservation equations. To end this, the water and oil phase equations,
Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), is reformulated and rearranged as (see Appendix B),
φ (Swρwcr + Swρwcw)
∂p
∂t
−∇ · k (λwρw∇p) = qw, (4.5)
φ (Soρocr + Soρoco)
∂p
∂t
−∇ · k (λoρo∇p) = qo. (4.6)
Here, cr is the rock compressibility, cw is the water compressibility, and co is the
oil compressibility, which are defined by,
cr =
1
φ
∂φ
∂p
, (4.7)
cw =
1
ρw
∂ρw
∂p
, (4.8)
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co =
1
ρo
∂ρo
∂p
. (4.9)
By summing up Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain the pressure equation,
φct
∂p
∂t
−∇ · k [(λwρw + λoρo)∇p] = qt, (4.10)
where
ct = (Swρw + Soρo) cr + Swρwcw + Soρoco. (4.11)
4.2.3 Streamline Formulation
The governing mass and heat transport equations for the sequential method can be
derived from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3). Details of derivation are given in Appendix B.
First, we define the total velocity as a sum of Eq. (4.4) for the water and oil
phases,
~ut = −k [(λw + λo)∇p] = −k (λt∇p) , (4.12a)
or ∇p = − ~ut
kλt
. (4.12b)
Inserting Eq. (4.4) into Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3), and eliminating∇p using Eq. (4.12b),
the governing mass and heat transport equations become,
φ
∂
∂t
(Swρw) +∇ · (ρwfw~ut) = qw, (4.13)
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇ · (F~ut) = qwHww + qoHwo . (4.14)
where E is the total energy per unit volume written as,
E = SwρwUw + SoρoUo +
1− φ
φ
ρrCrT, (4.15)
and F is the convective energy flow defined as,
F = ρwHwfw + ρoHofo. (4.16)
The fractional flow of the phase α, fα, is given by,
fα =
λα
λt
. (4.17)
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Note that ∂φ/∂t = 0 from the assumption of constant pressure for solving water
saturation and temperature.
In this work, the streamlines are launched from the face of the well blocks,
as originally proposed by Batycky [4]. Therefore, the streamline calculations are
only performed outside the well blocks. Expanding the divergence operator, the
above equations outside the well blocks take the form as follows,
∂(Swρw)
∂t
+
ρwfw
φ
∇ · ~ut + ~ut
φ
· ∇ (ρwfw) = 0, (4.18)
∂E
∂t
+
F
φ
∇ · ~ut + ~ut
φ
· ∇F = 0. (4.19)
And as in much of the streamline literature, it is further assumed that the total
volumetric flux is divergence free, (∇ · ~ut = 0). Using the operator equality defined
by Eq. (3.37), Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) take the following forms,
∂(Swρw)
∂t
+
∂(ρwfw)
∂τ
= 0, (4.20)
∂E
∂t
+
∂F
∂τ
= 0, (4.21)
which are the mass and heat transport equations along the streamlines.
The assumption that the total volumetric flux is divergence free means that
only the longitudinal flow exists and that the streamlines is not going to move
for a period. For steady state conditions, the assumption is absolutely right.
However, for unsteady state conditions, it is easy to imagine that the streamline
curve is going to change because the compressibility and diffusivity of the fluid
flow are not ignorable, and because the movement of fluid is not only tangent
to the average velocity vector. In such cases, we need to take into account the
flow other than the longitudinal flux. Chapter 5 investigates the transfer flux in
streamline simulation due to compressible and non-isothermal flow.
4.3 Solution Techniques
A flow diagram of the solution procedure for the system governed by Eqs (4.10),
(4.20), and (4.21) is summarized in Figure 4.1. The equations are nonlinear since
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coefficients in each equation are dependent on the primary variables (p, Sw, T ).
Through examples presented here, we can see that the proposed approach is highly
efficient but less accurate compared to the fully implicit FD method. Chapter 5
offers more accurate results but less efficient.
end simulation
compute T by
using Eqs. (4.45) and (4.46)
compute p by solving
store τ, p, S
w
, T
trace streamlines and
map S
w
and T to gridblocks
Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30)
solving Eq. (4.36)
compute S
w
by
calculate ut
solving Eq. (4.37)
read input data
print output files
t=t+∆tp
using Eq. (4.32)
Figure 4.1: Flow chart of mass and heat transport calculations along the stream-
lines.
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4.3.1 Solution of Flow Equation
The governing flow equation, Eq. (4.10), is solved by a standard FD scheme on
the Cartesian grid with no-flow boundary conditions over the entire domain and a
specified pressure or rate at the well equation, Eq. (3.16). The discretized equation
is highly nonlinear and is solved commonly by Newton’s method. This method
involves an iterative sequence. The Jacobian matrixes are evaluated at the current
iteration level. The residual form of Eq. (4.10) in the 2D areal domain based on
the 5-point scheme discretization at location i, j can be expressed after rearranged
as,
Rv+1p;i,j = TX
v+1
t;i− 1
2
(
pv+1i−1,j − pv+1i,j
)
+ TXv+1
t;i+ 1
2
(
pv+1i+1,j − pv+1i,j
)
+ TY v+1
t;j− 1
2
(
pv+1i,j−1 − pv+1i,j
)
+ TY v+1
t;j+ 1
2
(
pv+1i,j+1 − pv+1i,j
)
− (Vbφct)
v+1
i,j
∆tp
(
pv+1i,j − pni,j
)
+ qv+1t;i,j = 0. (4.22)
where v and n denote Newton iteration level and pressure time level, respectively.
Equation (4.22) is solved subject to boundary and initial conditions. Dirichlet
or Neumann boundary condition is imposed via the well equation. Depending on
the type of constraint an additional relationship may be required. When a mass
flow rate, qt, is specified, the wellbore pressure is unknown in the well model and
an additional equation is required to maintain a well-posed problem. The residual
form of this equation for 2D area is expressed by,
Rv+1s;i,j = (T
w
w + T
w
o )
v+1
i,j
(
pwk∗ − pv+1i,j
)− qv+1t;i,j = 0. (4.23)
In the case of specified bottom hole pressure the flow rate is defined completely
by existing variables and no additional relations are required. The corresponding
initial condition is given by,
p (x, 0) = p0 (x) , x ∈ Ω, (4.24)
where x is Cartesian domain (x, y) and Ω is reservoir domain.
Transmissibility between neighboring blocks is defined as the product of a
geometric factor Tg, and total phase transmissibility Tt. Considering flow in the
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x-direction,
TXt;i± 1
2
= (Tg Tt)i± 1
2
(4.25a)
Tg;i± 1
2
=
2(
∆x
kA
)
i
+
(
∆x
kA
)
i±1
(4.25b)
Tt;i± 1
2
=
(∑
α=w,o
krαρα
µα
)
i± 1
2
(4.25c)
The geometric factor is a result of imposing flux continuity across the cell face.
Appendix A presents derivation of this factor. Additionally, Fanchi [22] provides
a detailed derivation of this factor for the Cartesian system. The total phase
transmissibility is evaluated with upstream weighting,
Tt;i± 1
2
=

(∑
α
krαρα
µα
)
i±1
if ∆xp > 0(∑
α
krαρα
µα
)
i
if ∆xp ≤ 0,
(4.26)
where ∆xp is evaluated as follows,
∆xp =
pni±1 − pni
∆xi± 1
2
. (4.27)
Linearization by Newton’s method requires approximation of the residual at
iteration v + 1 by their value at the current iteration plus a linear combination
of the primary variables resulting from the partial differentiation of the residual
equations with respect to all the unknowns. Thus, Eq. (4.22) is linearized by,
Rv+1p;l ≈ Rvp;l +
∑
m
(
∂Rp;l
∂pm
)v
δpm +
(
∂Rp;l
∂pl
)v
δpl, (4.28)
where l is the gridblock number, m is the set of all gridblocks connected to block
l and δp = pv+1 − pv. To eliminate the unknowns at the current iteration level,
Rv+1p;l is set to zero,∑
m
(
∂Rp;l
∂pm
)v
δpm +
(
∂Rp;l
∂pl
)v
δpl = −Rvp;l. (4.29)
Similarly, for Eq. (4.23) we have,(
∂Rs;l
∂pk∗w
)v
δpwk∗ +
(
∂Rs;l
∂pl
)v
δpl = −Rvs;l. (4.30)
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The linear system of equations can be compactly expressed as,
Jvr δXr = −Rvr , (4.31)
where Jvr is the Jacobian matrix. The typical matrix form for the coupled Eqs. (4.29)
and (4.30) is described as follows.
Consider a 2D areal reservoir having a uniform grid with the unknown grid-
block variable which is ordered by columns or j-index (numbers 1 to 15 on the
grid points) as shown in Figure 4.2. The injector and producer are placed at the
1st and 15th blocks, respectively. The injector is constrained to a mass flow rate,
while the producer is constrained with a bottom hole pressure. The resulting
matrix for this system is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The 4th equation
corresponds to this grid point
y
x
P
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1
Figure 4.2: A grid system of 5× 3 in 2D area ordered by columns or j-index.
The structure of the Jacobian matrix can be divided into a block with each
block being 3×3 (or Ny×Ny) and the number of block-rows being 5 (or Nx). An
additional column and row are included representing the well equation. Diagonal
entries for blocks with wells (J1,1andJ15,15) are modified to account for this well
equation.
4.3.2 Calculation of Velocity Field
Once the pressure field has been obtained, the total velocity field is then calculated
in order to trace streamline paths. Darcy’s law (Eq. (4.12a)) applied between two
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δp2
δp1
δp3
δp4
δp6
δp5
δp7
δp9
δp8
δp10
δp11
δp12
δp13
δp14
δp15
δpk*
w
Rp2
Rp1
Rp3
Rp4
Rp6
Rp5
Rp7
Rp9
Rp8
Rp10
Rp11
Rp12
Rp13
Rp14
Rp15
R
sI
= −
J1,4
J2,1
J15,15
J1,2
J16,1
J1,1
J13,13
J2,2
J3,3
J1,16
J2,3 J2,5
J3,2 J3,6
J13,10 J13,14
J15,14J15,12
J12,15
J14,14J14,13J14,11 J14,15
J11,14
J4,4J4,1 J4,5 J4,7
J5,5J5,4J5,2 J5,6 J5,8
J6,6J5,4J6,3 J6,9
J7,7J7,4 J7,8 J7,10
J8,8J8,7J8,5 J8,9 J8,11
J9,9J9,8J9,6 J9,12
J10,10J10,7 J10,11 J10,13
J11,11J11,10J11,8 J11,12
J12,12J12,11J12,9
J16,16
Ny
Figure 4.3: Structure of Jacobian for pressure equation corresponds to the grid
system shown in Figure 4.2.
pressure nodes defines the gridblock interface total Darcy velocity as,
uti+ 1
2
=
(Tg λt)i+ 1
2
Ai+ 1
2
(pi+1 − pi) , (4.32)
where the total phase mobility is defined by,
λti+ 1
2
=
{
λti+1 if ∆xp > 0
λti if ∆xp ≤ 0,
(4.33)
and Ai± 1
2
denotes the cross-sectional area of the gridblock interface. A similar
expression is defined for the i− 1
2
cell face. To define a velocity vector at a grid-
block face, the final step requires converting the Darcy velocity into an interstitial
velocity dividing by gridblock porosity. The interstitial velocity is then defined at
the gridblock face in a direction normal to the face.
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4.3.3 Solution of Streamline Equations
Different numerical schemes can be employed in solving Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21). In
this work, a sequential solution method is proposed to solve both equations along
each streamline. The sequential method splits the coupled system of nonlinear
governing equations into individual equations and solves each set of these equa-
tions separately and implicitly. The solutions are achieved in two stages for each
time step. In the first stage, the streamline mass transport equation (Eq. (4.20)) is
solved along each streamline assuming temperatures are unchanged. At the end of
the first stage, obtained is a new water saturation distribution along a streamline.
In the second stage, the streamline heat transport equation (Eq. (4.21)) is solved
using the new water saturations, and a new temperature distribution is obtained.
After saturation and temperature have been advanced to the desired time along
each streamline, they are mapped back to the grids.
An implicit SPU scheme was employed to discretize Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21). The
resulting set of linear equations are solved using Newton-Raphson’s procedure.
The main reason for using the implicit SPU scheme combined with the sequential
solution method is to increase the computational efficiency in the 1D solver. The
implicit SPU scheme is more stable than explicit schemes and larger time steps can
be adopted. The sequential method greatly reduces the size of the linear equation
system and minimizes the nonlinearity associated with the system, leading to
much faster run time.
The discretization forms of Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) in terms of their residuals
can be written as,
Rv+1S;i =
ρnwi
∆tS
(
Sv+1w;i − Snw;i
)
+
ρwi− 1
2
∆τ
(
f v+1w;i − f v+1w;i−1
)
= 0, (4.34)
Rv+1T ;i =
1
∆tT
(
Ev+1i − Eni
)
+
1
∆τ
(
F v+1i − F v+1i−1
)
= 0. (4.35)
The subscript i represents nodes along a streamline. The time steps of the mass
transport, ∆tS, and the heat transport ∆tT , are taken to be the same as the
pressure time step, ∆tp. ∆tp needs to be small in order to account rapidly changing
saturations, viscosities and densities involved in the coefficients of the pressure
equation.
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The linear systems of Eqs. (4.34) and (4.35) can be written as follows,(
∂RS;i
∂Sw;i−1
)v
δSw;i−1 +
(
∂RS;i
∂Sw;i
)v
δSw;i = −RvS;i, (4.36)(
∂RT ;i
∂Ti−1
)v
δTi−1 +
(
∂RT ;i
∂Ti
)v
δTi = −RvT ;i. (4.37)
Although Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37) are different, they lead to the same linear system
equations when the unknown gridblock variable is separated out. A typical matrix
form is shown in Figure 4.4 that corresponds to the grid system given in Figure 4.2.
The gband solver [3] is used to solve the matrix system. The solution is considered
as convergence when the increments of basic variables, δSw and δT , are smaller
than the convergence tolerances.
J2,1
J1,1
J2,2
J3,3J3,2
J4,3 J4,4
J5,5J5,4
J6,6J5,4
RX1
RX2
RX3
RX4
RX5
RX6
= −
X stands for S
w
or T
δX2
δX1
δX3
δX4
δX6
δX5
Figure 4.4: Structure of Jacobian for 1D streamline system using SPU discretiza-
tion.
The corresponding initial and boundary conditions at time tn are,
Swi = Swi (τ, t
n) , (4.38a)
fwi = fwi (0, t
n) , (4.38b)
for Eq. (4.36). Similarly, the corresponding initial and boundary conditions in
solving Eq. (4.37) are given by,
Ti = Ti (τ, t
n) , (4.39a)
Fi = Fi (0, t
n) . (4.39b)
Here, a constant mass or heat fluxes boundary condition is employed to the above
equations.
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4.3.4 Grid System on Streamlines
To solve Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37) along the streamlines, the first step is to define the
water saturation and temperature distributions along a streamline path. These
properties versus time-of-flight information are recorded for each streamline traced
from injector to producer. Because ∆τ can vary between gridblocks, the properties
versus τ information is defined on an irregular τ grid. This behavior is obvious if
one considers a streamline being traced in a quarter five-spot pattern on a regular
Cartesian grid as depicted in Figure 4.5.
100 200 300 400 500 600 700
nodes
I
P
∆τ
Figure 4.5: Irregular τ coordinates and streamlines colored by τ .
Before the properties versus τ can be passed to the 1D numerical solver, the
information is transformed onto a regularly spaced τ grid. This naturally places
more spatial resolution in regions of rapid flow, and less where the flow is stagnant.
Transforming onto a regular 1D grid simplifies the calculation of internodes fluxes
within the 1D solver. For each streamline, the properties values are assigned to
the regular τ grid such that [4],∫ s
0
Xjτ |regular =
∫ s
0
Xjτ |irregular (4.40)
where Xj may represent any of water saturation, temperature and pressure. By
honoring Eq.(4.40), mass and heat are always conserved in the transformation
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process. Note that transformation onto a regular 1D grid results in averaging
of properties, and represents one source of numerical diffusion in the streamline
method.
4.3.5 Calculation of Gridblock Properties
At the end of each time step, the water saturation and temperature are averaged
onto the spatial cells used to calculate pressures. These properties have been
calculated based on the multiple streamlines that pass through the gridblock [4].
For example, the average gridblock water saturation, S¯w, is calculated for ns
streamlines in the gridblock as,
S¯w =
ns∑
i=1
ωiS¯wi, (4.41)
where S¯wi is the average water saturation for the i
th streamline and ωi is a weight-
ing factor for the ith streamline with
∑ns
i=1 ωi = 1. The average water saturation
along a streamline in a gridblock for a given time t can be approximated as,
S¯wi ≈ Swi (τ¯ /t) , (4.42)
where τ¯ is the required time-of-flight for the ith streamline to pass the gridblock.
The weighting factor in Eq. (4.41) should be the volume fraction of the asso-
ciated streamtube within the gridblock as defined by,
ωi =
∫ ζexit
ζinlet
q(ζ)τ(ζ)dζ
∣∣∣
i∑ns
j=1
∫ ζexit
ζinlet
q(ζ)τ(ζ)dζ
∣∣∣
j
. (4.43)
As was discussed in Subsection-4.2.3, it was assumed that the volumetric flux is
divergence-free or independent of ζ and the flux is the same for each streamline
within a gridblock. With this assumption the weighting factor reduces to,
ωi =
∆τi∑ns
i=1∆τi
. (4.44)
Thus, each streamline is weighted by its time-of-flight length in a gridblock, rel-
ative to all of the time-of-flight lengths in a gridblock. Based on Eq. (4.41) and
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Eq. (4.44), the average water saturation for a gridblock is calculated as,
S¯w =
∑ns
i=1∆τiS¯wi∑ns
i=1∆τi
. (4.45)
Similarly, the average temperature within a gridblock is,
T¯ =
∑ns
i=1∆τiT¯i∑ns
i=1∆τi
. (4.46)
4.4 Simulation Results
In this section we will demonstrate the performance of the developed thermal
streamline simulator, TESIS, to simulate hot waterflooding process. The illustra-
tive problem is a heavy oil reservoir of 14 oAPI that underwent cold waterflooding
at the reservoir temperature. Results from three test cases are presented; the first
is that of a 2D homogeneous reservoir, the second is the refined grids from the first
case, and the third is a 2D heterogeneous reservoir. To validate the performance
of TESIS, comparisons with the solutions obtained from the grid-based thermal
simulator (CMG’s STARS) [13] using the 5-point and 9-point finite difference
schemes are presented.
4.4.1 Common Data for Simulation
The details of the constants used for the fluid property calculations appear in
Table 4.1. Rock properties and reference conditions are given in Table 4.2. The
relative permeability curves are shown in Figure 4.6.
In each case, the modeled region of the reservoir is a quarter of the repeated
five spot pattern with an area of 75 × 75 m2 and thickness of 5 m. The model
includes two wells of 0.09 m well-bore radius, an injection well placed at the lower
left edge of the region and a production well placed at the upper right edge.
Hot water of 150oC was injected at the constant rate of 100 m3/day cold water
equivalent (CWE). The producer is operated under the minimum bottom-hole
pressure constraint of 100 kPa. Convergence tolerances employed in Newton-
Raphson’s procedure are 50 kPa for pressure, 0.05 for saturation, and 5oC for
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Table 4.1: Parameters for fluid property calculations.
Parameters Water Oil
Critical properties:
M , kg/gmol 0.018 0.600
Tcr,
oC 374.1 493.8
pcr, kPa 2.206E+4 1.118E+3
Density: ρα = ρscα · exp
h
cα (p− psc)− a (T − Tsc)− 0.5b
“
T2 − T2sc
”i
ρsc, kg/m 998 972
c, kPa−1 4.57E-7 7.30E-7
a, oC−1 -1.91E-3 3.80E-4
b, oC−2 0.00E+0 0.00E+0
Viscosity: µα = avis · exp (bvis/T )
avis, kPa·day 4.361E-14 5.182E-16
bvis,
oK 1610.7 5088.9
Enthalpy, Cg = c1 + c2T + c3T2 + c4T3, Hv(T ) = hv(Tcr − T )ev
Internal Hg = R TTref CgdT , Hα = Hg −Hv
Energy: Uα = Hα − p/ρα.
c1 32.24 -22.38
c2 1.924E-3 1.939E+0
c3 1.055E-5 -1.117E-3
c4 -3.596E-9 2.528E-7
hvap 25.1 287.1
evap 0.380 0.625
temperature. Note that the computer time utilized and accuracy of the simulation
results using Newton-Raphson’s procedure are strong functions of the numerical
constrains. Therefore, the same values should be employed for fair comparisons
of simulators performance. In all tested cases, the simulations were terminated
when the significant increased oil production resulting from the breakthrough of
heated water is observed.
4.4.2 2D Homogeneous Problem
Our first case is a 2D homogeneous reservoir of 1000 mD, divided into 50 ×
50 × 1 gridblocks. The pressure and water saturation at starting conditions for
hot waterflooding were distributed as shown in Figure 4.7. The temperature
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Table 4.2: Rock properties and reference conditions.
Reservoir heat capacity (ρrCr), kJ/(m
3·oC) 2347
Porosity at reference pressure, fraction 0.3
Rock compressibility, 1/kPa 7.24E-3
Reference pressure, kPa 6890
Reference temperature, oC 15.6
Surface pressure, kPa 100
Surface temperature, oC 15.6
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Figure 4.6: Relative permeability curves.
distribution is nearly uniform at 50oC. This test case is carried out to highlight
the ability of the developed simulator to efficiently investigate the interaction of
phase behavior and unstable flow encountered in hot waterflooding displacement.
Figures 4.8 through 4.10 demonstrate the performance of this displacement
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Figure 4.7: Starting conditions for 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75 × 75 × 5 m,
gridding of 50× 50× 1.
process. These figures compare the results obtained from STARS with the 5-
point and 9-point schemes and the results generated by TESIS.
As seen in the figures, the choice of a numerical scheme produces varying
quantitative simulation results. Evolutions of temperature and water saturation
are quite different as displayed in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. While STARS with the 5-
point scheme generates an exaggerated global sweep, the 9-point scheme produces
a far more pronounced front progressing along the injector-producer diagonal.
TESIS’s results are between the two schemes, which were expected because TESIS
combines a 5-point finite difference scheme for the solution of pressure and a
streamline method for the solution of water saturation and temperature. During
the displacement process, the mobility ratio is mitigated substantially by phase
behavior effects alone. Considering the mobility ratio of the hot water fronts is
roughly 10, we pose an argument favoring the accuracy of the 9-point scheme.
Solutions of the streamline get closer to those of the 9-point scheme rather than
to the 5-point scheme, at least in comparison of frontal shapes. This conclusion
will be illustrated more clearly in the case of the refined grid as discussed in the
next section.
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of temperature front (oC) in 2D homogeneous reservoir of
75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 50× 50× 1: (a) STARS solution with 5-point scheme,
(b) STARS solution with 9-point scheme, and (c) TESIS solution.
There is a clear trend for the effect of the numerical schemes on production
performances (Figure 4.10). The onset of incremental oil production resulted from
the breakthrough of heated water to the producer is faster for the 9-point scheme
than the 5-point scheme. In TESIS, this again lies between the two results, which
is consistent with the front shapes. However, at the early time the oil production
calculated by TESIS is found to be somewhat high. We believe that this is largely
because the higher differential pressure calculated in TESIS is associated with the
explicit scheme. Interestingly, when pressure and saturation are solved simultane-
ously followed by solving heat transport along streamlines as done in Chapter 5,
we confirmed a good agreement at the early period of the injection. Thus, the
higher differential pressure here is insignificantly affected by viscosity forces due
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of saturation front in 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75×75×5
m, gridding of 50× 50× 1: (a) STARS solution with 5-point scheme, (b) STARS
solution with 9-point scheme, and (c) TESIS solution.
to the explicit scheme. Instead, it is most likely caused by explicit saturations
used at the start of time step in calculating pressures.
Figure 4.9 shows that oil banks formed in this displacement process. Thus, we
are dealing with two fronts. The hot water front occurs at the trailing edge of the
oil bank, with a near initial water saturation immediately ahead. Mobility ratio
of this front is unfavorable. Another front occurs at the leading edge of the oil
bank. Water saturation is nearly equal to the initial value ahead of this second
front. Mobility ratio of this front is favorable. An oil bank forms when heated oil
is displaced into a cooler portion of the reservoir where the oil viscosity increases
and its mobility correspondingly decreases. This is an attractive character of hot
waterflooding and the streamline model can predict this expected phenomenon
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Figure 4.10: Production performance of 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5
m, gridding of 50× 50× 1.
accurately.
4.4.3 2D Homogeneous Refined Grid
To further verify the performance of the developed simulator, we refine the 50 ×
50×1 gridblocks to 100×100×1 to investigate the effects of numerical resolution
(number of gridblocks) on the solutions. Figures 4.11 through 4.13 show the results
obtained from STARS and TESIS. Grid orientation effects are more apparent in
the solution of STARS with 5-point scheme as seen in evolution of temperature and
saturation (Figures 4.11(a) and 4.12(a)). This example demonstrates that using
more gridblocks does not necessarily reduce the grid orientation effects. Grid
orientation effects are worsened by dispersive effects of low order discretization
for the convective terms [10].
Figures 4.14 shows the comparisons of the oil production rate and water cut
between the coarse grid and the fine grid. There is a clear trend for the effect of
the refined grid. The oil rate of the fine grid at first lies beneath and later crosses
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of temperature front (oC) in 2D homogeneous reservoir of
75×75×5 m, gridding of 100×100×1: (a) STARS solution with 5-point scheme,
(b) STARS solution with 9-point scheme, and (c) TESIS solution.
over the coarse solution. The solutions of STARS with 9-point scheme are not
strong function of the number of gridblock since this scheme account for flow not
only in the x and y-directions but also in the xy-diagonal direction. Unfortunately,
the run time of 9-point scheme was 43 percent more than 5-point scheme. The
run time is increased by a factor of 7.9 compared to the coarse grid model. The
solution of TESIS with the fine grid is also considered unchanged while the run
time is increased only by a factor of 3.7, due to the fact that, as mentioned above,
the solutions of the mass and heat transports are not based on the grids, but
rather on the streamlines that are dynamically changed to account the changes
of phase behavior. Herein lies the advantage of the streamline method. This
computational efficiency is expected to be more substantial in finer gridblocks
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of saturation front in 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75 ×
75× 5 m, gridding of 100× 100× 1: (a) STARS solution with 5-point scheme, (b)
STARS solution with 9-point scheme, and (c) TESIS solution.
and in heterogeneous reservoirs.
On the one hand the smaller gridblock size means more gridblocks between
the injector and producer, which causes to delay and lower production peaks.
However, on the other hand the smaller gridblock size corresponds to an increase
in heat injection per unit volume of a block. This increase in the injected heat
per unit volume in the blocks causes higher temperature values, and subsequently
in lower viscosities. With the low viscosity values, the overall transmissibility of
the system is increased, which results in earlier as well as higher oil production
peaks. It is observed in the 9-point scheme results, but in 5-point scheme it was
delayed. This is inferred from the grid orientation effects.
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Figure 4.13: Production performance of 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5
m, gridding of 100× 100× 1.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of production performance between 50 × 50 × 1 and
100× 100× 1 in 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m.
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4.4.4 2D Heterogeneous Problem
As a test to examine how the developed thermal simulator captures the interaction
of heterogeneity, phase behavior, and unstable flow in the hot water displacement,
a 2D heterogeneous case is created. The reservoir is divided into 50 × 50 × 1
gridblocks. The permeability values range from 458 mD to 2551 mD as depicted
by blue to red colors in Figure 4.15(a). The contour maps of starting conditions
for hot waterflooding are given in Figures 4.15(b) and 4.15(c).
Figure 4.16 compares the evolution of temperature for STARS and TESIS.
Figure 4.17 shows the corresponding results for water saturation. The same gen-
eral behavior as the homogeneous cases can be observed throughout the results
of this case. The 5-point scheme produces large numerical dispersion which artifi-
cially smears the flood fronts and may adversely affect the reservoir performance
prediction. Whereas, the 9-point scheme creates a sharp front and leaves more
unswept regions after 1.44 pore volume injected (PVI) compared with the result
of 5-point scheme. Again, TESIS results lies between the 5-point and 9-point
schemes.
The growth of the fronts shows visually what is taking place in the model.
The presence of a more permeable region at the center causes the injected hot
water to invade quickly into the region, which leads to earlier breakthrough of the
injected hot water as seen in Figure 4.18. For this case, the onset of incremental oil
production is seen at 130 days or equivalent of 1.17 PVI, but for the homogeneous
cases, it is not observed until 160 days (1.44 PVI).
4.4.5 Models Run Time
The aforementioned observations lead one to think that the described displace-
ment process is not trivial, but rather quite challenging. Changes taking place
in the system are steep as indicated by the temperature and saturation distribu-
tions, as well as pressure. One of the major reasons for the stiffness of the system
is the high degree of nonlinearity exhibited by the oil viscosity as a function of
temperature. As the stiffness of a system increases, more iteration is necessary
for STARS to converge onto the solutions. This issue is less significant in TESIS
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Figure 4.15: Permeability field and starting conditions for 2D heterogeneous reser-
voir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 50× 50× 1.
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of temperature front (oC) in 2D heterogeneous reservoir of
75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 50× 50× 1: (a) STARS solution with 5-point scheme,
(b) STARS solution with 9-point scheme, and (c) TESIS solution.
solutions since the transport equations are solved sequentially along 1D stream-
lines allowing significant reduction in the degree of nonlinearity. As a result, the
streamline method offers high efficiency compared to the finite difference method.
For the 2D 50× 50× 1 homogeneous model, TESIS required 0.13 min of run
time, whereas the equivalent STARS required 1.25 and 1.70 min of run time for
the 5-point and 9-point schemes, a speedup factor of 10 and 13, respectively. For
the 2D 100 × 100 × 1 homogeneous model, the run time of TESIS was 0.47 min
to complete simulation of 160 days, whereas STARS with the 5-point and 9-point
scheme scheme required 9.35 and 13.35 min, respectively. For the 2D 50× 50× 1
heterogeneous model, TESIS required 0.11 min of run time, whereas the equivalent
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Figure 4.17: Evolution of saturation front in 2D heterogeneous reservoir of 75 ×
75 × 5 m, gridding of 50 × 50 × 1: (a) STARS solution with 5-point scheme, (b)
STARS solution with 9-point scheme, and (c) TESIS solution.
STARS required 1.22 and 1.60 min of run time for the 5-point and 9-point schemes,
a speedup factor of 11 and 13, respectively. Table 4.3 summarizes the run times
and speedup factor for all the tested models presented here. All the simulations
were run on a Intel Pentium III 1.2 GHz PC with 512 MB RAM. Note that the
speedup factor was defined based on the actual time required by each simulator.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter outlined the calculation of the water saturation and temperature
along the 1D streamlines. Streamline mass and heat equations were derived based
on the sequential approach. The implicit SPU scheme was employed to discretize
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Figure 4.18: Production performance of 2D heterogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5
m, gridding of 50× 50× 1.
Table 4.3: Run times and speedup factors for tested models.
Run Times (min)
Model STARS STARS
Speedup
5-point 9-point
TESIS Factor
2D homogeneous 1.25 10
50× 50× 1 grids 1.70 0.13 13
2D homogeneous 9.35 20
100× 100× 1 grids 13.35 0.47 28
2D heterogeneous 1.22 11
50× 50× 1 grids 1.60 0.11 13
the equations and the resulting set of linear equations were solved using Newton-
Raphson’s procedure. This approach was tested to simulate a thermal recovery
by means of hot waterflooding in a heavy oil reservoir that had mobile water
at initial conditions. The results of streamline-based simulations were compared
with equivalent predictions from a grid-based thermal simulator with 5-point and
9-point schemes.
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It was shown that the streamline method has a potential to model hot wa-
terflooding in a heavy oil reservoir with a reasonable balance between detailed
physical modeling and the computational efficiency. The streamline approach can
minimize grid orientation effects associated with unfavorable mobility ratio of the
hot water displacement. The method can also be used to investigate the feature of
displacement such as oil banks arising in the displacement. For the situation stud-
ied here, the 9-point scheme and the developed simulator are not strong functions
of level of refinement. But in the 9-point scheme the run time increases propor-
tionally with the level of refinement, while in the streamline method it increases
linearly. There is a clear trend that the results of streamline-based simulations
are between the results of the 5-point and 9-point finite difference schemes, as ex-
pected. The developed simulator is significantly faster than the standard thermal
simulator. As the number of gridblock increases, the speedup factor increases.
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Chapter 5
Heat Transport on Streamlines
In the previous chapter, we split the water and oil components equations into
the pressure and water saturation equations to obtain the pressure for defining
streamlines. Then, the water saturation and heat transport equations were solved
for each streamline. It showed that the approach is more efficient but less accurate.
In this chapter, the pressures for defining the streamlines are obtained by solving
the water and oil components equations simultaneously, then followed by the heat
transport calculations based on streamlines. This modeling is less efficient but
more accurate than the previous modeling, which is supported by the results
presented in this and next chapters.
An important extension of this chapter does not assume volumetric flux along
streamlines as a constant but as a variable depending on the changes in the fluid
properties with pressure and temperature along streamlines. There is no require-
ment that ∇ · ~ut = 0. The variable is introduced as a sink or source in the
streamline heat transport model. The generalized model is again tested through
simulation of heavy oil recovery by means of hot waterflooding in 2D areal homo-
geneous and heterogeneous reservoirs. The tested cases involve one-quarter, single
and double five-spot patterns in homogeneous as well as heterogeneous heavy oil
reservoirs that have undergone cold waterflood. The results are compared with
equivalent prediction from a commercial thermal simulator (CMG’s STARS) with
the 5- and 9-point fully implicit FD schemes.
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5.1 Introduction
Decoupled mass and energy conservation equations for thermal recovery sim-
ulations have been discussed in a number of papers. This is done mainly to
avoid a complicated structure of the LESs resulting from the fully implicit tech-
nique [51, 49]. Spillette and Nielsen [51] solved the mass equations by alternating
direction implicit iterative procedure, followed by solving the energy equation
using the method of characteristics. The idea of introducing the method of char-
acteristic was to overcome numerical dispersion generated by FD approaches and
to reduce dependency of simulation results to the gridblock size. We borrow this
procedure, but the streamline method is used rather than the method of char-
acteristics to update the temperature. With the temperature calculations along
the streamlines, relatively large time-steps can be applied and the effect of spatial
numerical dispersion is mitigated.
The efficiency of the current streamline formulation is a consequence of the
incompressibility and isothermal assumptions that allows to easily and effectively
decouple the flow and transport calculations during flow simulation. However,
much of the elegance and simplicity of the current streamline formulation is lost
when we consider compressible and non-isothermal flow. This is because the flow
and transport calculations are now strongly coupled. High non-linearity of the
pressure equation will require more frequent pressure recalculations to account
for adequately updating pressure dependent reservoir properties.
In the previous chapter, the compressibility and thermal expansion effects were
incorporated during the pressure and velocity calculations using FD formulation.
However, while deriving the mass and heat transports equations along stream-
lines these effects were neglected assuming that the divergence of total flux along
streamlines was negligible. This approach led to larger material balance errors
and very often inaccurate performance predictions.
In this chapter we overcome this problem by presenting a rigorous stream-
line formulation for compressible non-isothermal flow. A heat transport model
is reformulated to account for transverse flux along the streamlines due to the
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compressibility and thermal expansion effects. These effects generate a flow be-
tween streamlines called the transverse flux. We can imagine those fluxes as the
leaking fluid from the streamlines as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The flow along a
streamline is called the longitudinal flux and has always tangent direction to the
velocity vector at any points along the streamline. Hence as long as we use the
streamline, the fluid flow is assumed to be longitudinal flow and the streamline
is not going to move for a period. For steady state conditions, the assumption
is absolutely right. For unsteady state conditions, it is easy to imagine that the
instantaneous curve is going to change because of that, and the movement of fluid
is not only tangent to the average velocity vector. In such a case, we need to take
into account the flow other than the longitudinal flux in streamline simulation.
velocity vector
(transverse flux)
velocity vector
(longitudinal flux)
streamlines
x
y
Figure 5.1: Longitudinal and transverse fluxes along streamlines.
Transverse flux causes variation of the total volumetric flux along stream-
lines. Consequently, the term ∇ · ~ut does not vanish when deriving the transport
equations along streamlines. The required expression of ∇ · ~ut was derived from
Pollock’s algorithm [41] by Cheng et al. [11] in the case of compressible isothermal
flow. They stated that taking into account changes in volumetric flux along the
streamlines allows significantly improved performance prediction compared to the
current streamline formulation.
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5.2 Streamline for Unsteady-State Flow
Unsteady-state flow due to compressibility and thermal expansion effects generates
a change in effective volume along streamlines. The velocity field which defines
the streamlines needs to be generalized to account for these effects.
5.2.1 Formulation of Volumetric Flux
Recognizing that the streamlines must be parallel to the velocity, Eq. (3.32) can
be reformulated to include a scale factor [11],
ρ~ut = ∇ψ ×∇χ. (5.1)
where ρ denotes an effective density. This equation can further be expanded as,
∇ · (ρ~ut) = ∇ · (∇ψ ×∇χ) = 0
~ut · ∇ρ+ ρ∇ · ~ut = 0 (5.2)
Using the definition of the operator equality in Eq. (3.37), the above equation can
be expressed as,
φ
∂ρ
∂τ
+ ρ∇ · ~ut = 0 (5.3)
This is the equivalent of Eq. (3.33) but ∇ · ~ut is now not required to be zero.
The required expression for ∇ · ~ut was derived from Pollock’s algorithm by
Cheng et al. [11]. This algorithm starts by defining the velocity in a grid-block as
a linear interpolation of the velocity components at the gridblock faces,
ux = ux,o + ax (x− xo) , (5.4a)
uy = uy,o + ay (y − yo) , (5.4b)
uz = uz,o + az (z − zo) . (5.4c)
The three initial velocities and the three gradients depend on the six Darcy ve-
locities on the gridblock faces (see Figure 3.1). The gradients are,
ax = (ux,∆x − ux,o) /∆x, (5.5a)
ay = (uy,∆y − uy,o) /∆y, (5.5b)
az = (uz,∆z − uz,o) /∆z. (5.5c)
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According to Eqs. (5.5a), (5.5b), and (5.5c),
∇ · ~ut =
3∑
j=1
aj = ax + ay + az = a (5.6)
Substituting into Eq. (5.3) and then integrating across each cell along a streamline,
φ
∂ρ
∂τ
+ ρ a = 0, (5.7a)∫ ρ
ρo
dρ
ρ
= −a
φ
∫ τ
0
dτ, (5.7b)
ρ = ρo e
−(aτφ ). (5.7c)
Note that Cheng’s formulation is sufficiently general for any vector field parallel
to the velocity defining the streamlines, so can be applied to convective heat
transfer that has components in the x, y, and z directions parallel to the x, y,
and z components of the fluid flow. Thus, the effective density ρ may represent a
effective heat for the case of heat transport along the streamlines. For this case,
the heat balance constraint along any streamline can be expressed as,
ρiQi = ρjQj, (5.8)
where i and j are two arbitrary nodes along the streamline and Q is the volumetric
flux. Because ρo = 1 at the injector, the variation of volumetric flux along the
streamline can be related to the assigned flux at the injector, Qo as follows,
Qi = Qo
1
ρi
. (5.9)
Instead of working with an effective density or effective heat, it is easy to work
with this volumetric flux. Substituting Eq. (5.9) into Eq. (5.7c) we have,
Qi = Qo e
(aτφ ). (5.10)
This equation provides a definition of the volumetric flux along any streamline
that is consistent with the velocity field. The volumetric flux is now not conserved
along a streamline but will be modified along its length according to this equation.
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5.2.2 Streamline Heat Equation and its Solution
Streamline heat transport equation can now be reformulated taking into account
the variation of the total volumetric flux along streamline as defined in Eq. (5.6).
First, we rewrite the sequential formulation of the governing heat transport equa-
tion given in Eq. (4.14) as,
∂E
∂t
+∇ · (F ~ut) = qwHw + qoHo, (5.11)
where E and F are defined as,
E = SwρwUw + SoρoUo +
1− φ
φ
ρrCrT, (5.12)
F = ρwHwfw + ρoUofo, (5.13)
and fα is the fractional flow of the phase α given by,
fα =
λα
λt
. (5.14)
Expanding the divergence operator in Eq. (5.11), it becomes away from source
terms,
∂E
∂t
+
F
φ
∇ · ~ut + ~ut
φ
· ∇F = 0. (5.15)
Now, there is no requirement that ∇·~ut = 0. Inserting the term ∇·~ut as given in
Eq. (5.6) and using the definition of the operator equality in Eq. (3.37) we obtain,
∂E
∂t
+
∂F
∂τ
= −aF
φ
. (5.16)
Clearly the compressibility and thermal expansion effects generate a term
equivalent to source or sink term along streamlines. The variable a is spatially
varying along the streamline and can be obtained by mapping the total volumetric
flux computed for each gridblock onto the streamline.
For numerical solution, an implicit approximation is employed for Eq. (5.16).
The discretized form in terms of its residual is,
Rv+1T ;i =
1
∆tT
(
Ev+1i − Eni
)
+
1
∆τ
(
F v+1
i+ 1
2
− F v+1
i− 1
2
)
+
(
an+1i F
v+1
i
φn+1i
)
= 0. (5.17)
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Values of the inter-block quantities are taken at the upstream block. The subscript
i represents nodes along the streamline. The superscripts k and n denote iteration
levels between streamline solutions and between pressure solutions, respectively.
The time step for heat transport, ∆tT , is taken to be the same as the pressure
time step, ∆tp. To calculate the fluid properties on the time-of-flight grids, the
pressure, temperature, and saturation must be stored together with the time-of-
flight and volumetric flux along the streamlines.
Linearization of Eq. (5.17) by Newton’s method leads to,(
∂RT ;i
∂Ti+1
)v
δTi+1 +
(
∂RT ;i
∂Ti−1
)v
δTi−1
(
∂RT ;i
∂Ti
)v
δTi = −RvT ;i. (5.18)
The solution is obtained iteratively. The iterative solution is considered to reach
convergence when the temperature increment between iterations, δT , becomes
smaller than the convergence tolerance. An example of a matrix form for this
system is shown in Figure 5.2. The system has a tridiagonal matrix and solved by
the gband solver with the initial and boundary conditions are given by Eqs. (4.39a)
and (4.39b).
= −
RT1
RT2
RT3
RT4
RT5
RT6
J2,1
J1,1
J2,2
J3,3J3,2
J4,3 J4,4
J5,5J5,4
J6,6J5,4
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J3,4
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δT2
δT1
δT3
δT4
δT6
δT5
Figure 5.2: Structure of Jacobian for 1D streamline system using central point
discretization.
5.2.3 Mapping Updated Temperature Back to Grid
After a streamline solution has been moved forward by ∆tT on the regularly
spaced τ nodes, it is transferred back to the original irregular τ grid. Local high
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Figure 5.3: Variation of streamline properties within a gridblock. Each streamline
is weighted based on this variation.
and low temperature values are averaged out over certain locations along the τ
coordinate.
Once the temperature variables are transformed to the irregular τ grid, they
can then be mapped onto a temporary temperature grid. Within the temporary
grid, temperature properties for each gridblock are accumulated until all stream-
lines have been traced in the domain. After all streamlines have been traced and
mapped to the temporary grid, average gridblock temperatures are calculated.
Because the volumetric flux is now different for each streamline within a grid-
block as illustrated in Figure 5.3, we need to take into account this variation.
Rather than using Eq. (4.46), the average temperature in a grid-block is deter-
mined by weighting the temperature with local volumetric flux and time-of-flight
of each streamline within the grid-block,
T¯ =
∑ns
i=1∆τiqiT¯i∑ns
i=1∆τiqi
, (5.19)
where ns is the number of streamline in the gridblock. After this calculation, all
the fluid properties of the grid are now defined at the new time level.
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5.3 Pressure for Defining Streamlines
The hot waterflooding model described in Subsection 4.2.1 is again used through-
out this chapter. However, instead of summing up Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) to obtain
the pressure equation as was done in the previous chapter, here we solve them
simultaneously. The equations are discretized by the central FD method in space
and backward FD in time and linearized by the Newton-Raphson procedure. For
cell i, j the phase equations can be expressed in residual form as,
Rv+1w;i,j = TX
v+1
w;i− 1
2
(
pv+1i−1,j − pv+1i,j
)
+ TXv+1
w;i+ 1
2
(
pv+1i+1,j − pv+1i,j
)
+ TY v+1
w;j− 1
2
(
pv+1i,j−1 − pv+1i,j
)
+ TY v+1
w;j+ 1
2
(
pv+1i,j+1 − pv+1i,j
)
− Vb;i,j
∆tp
[
(φSwρw)
v+1
i,j − (φSwρw)ni,j
]
+ qv+1w;i,j = 0, (5.20)
for the water and
Rv+1o;i,j = TX
v+1
o;i− 1
2
(
pv+1i−1,j − pv+1i,j
)
+ TXv+1
o;i+ 1
2
(
pv+1i+1,j − pv+1i,j
)
+ TY v+1
o;j− 1
2
(
pv+1i,j−1 − pv+1i,j
)
+ TY v+1
o;j+ 1
2
(
pv+1i,j+1 − pv+1i,j
)
− Vb;i,j
∆tp
[
(φSoρo)
v+1
i,j − (φSoρo)ni,j
]
+ qv+1o;i,j = 0, (5.21)
for the oil. Here, qw and qo are calculated by,
qv+1w;i,j = T
wv+1
w;i,j
(
pwk∗ − pv+1i,j
)
, (5.22)
qv+1o;i,j = T
wv+1
o;i,j
(
pwk∗ − pv+1i,j
)
. (5.23)
Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21) are solved subject to boundary and initial conditions.
The initial conditions for this case are,
p (x, 0) = p0 (x) , x ∈ Ω, (5.24)
Sw (x, 0) = S
0
w (x) , x ∈ Ω. (5.25)
The related boundary condition was discussed in Subsection 4.3.1. Under a con-
stant total mass flow rate constraint, an additional equation is required and it
takes the same form as Eq. (4.23),
Rv+1s;i,j = (T
w
w + T
w
o )
v+1
i,j
(
pwk∗ − pv+1i,j
)− qv+1t;i,j = 0, (5.26)
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where qt = qw + qo. Under bottom hole constraint, no additional relations are
required.
The transmissibility calculations are the same as those used in the previous
chapter except that the transmissibility of each phase is now used instead of the
total phase transmissibility. Thus, for the flow in the x-direction we have,
TXα;i± 1
2
= (Tg Tα)i± 1
2
(5.27a)
Tg;i± 1
2
=
2(
∆x
kA
)
i
+
(
∆x
kA
)
i±1
(5.27b)
Tα;i± 1
2
=
(
krαρα
µα
)
i± 1
2
(5.27c)
Transmissibility of each phase is evaluated with upstream weighting as follows,
Tα;i± 1
2
=

(
krαρα
µα
)
i±1
if ∆xp > 0(
krαρα
µα
)
i
if ∆xp ≤ 0.
(5.28)
The linearized form of Eq. (5.20) with respect to the unknowns (p and Sw) is
given by, ∑
m
[(
∂Rw;l
∂pm
)v
δpm +
(
∂Rw;l
∂Sw;m
)v
δSw;m
]
+
(
∂Rw;l
∂pl
)v
δpl +
(
∂Rw;l
∂Sw;l
)v
δSw;l = −Rvw;l, (5.29)
and similarly the linearized form for Eq. (5.21) is given by,∑
m
[(
∂Ro;l
∂pm
)v
δpm +
(
∂Ro;l
∂Sw;m
)v
δSw;m
]
+
(
∂Ro;l
∂pl
)v
δpl +
(
∂Ro;l
∂Sw;l
)v
δSw;l = −Rvo;l. (5.30)
The linearized form of the constraint equation (Eq. (5.26)) is,(
∂Rs;l
∂pk∗w
)v
δpwk∗ +
(
∂Rs;l
∂pl
)v
δpl +
(
∂Rs;l
∂Sw;l
)v
δSw;l = −Rvs;l. (5.31)
The matrix form resulted from the coupled flow equations (Eq. (5.29), Eq. (5.30))
and the constraint equation (Eq. (5.31) for the grid system given by Figure 4.2
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Figure 5.4: Structure of Jacobian for the component equations corresponds to the
grid system shown in Figure 4.2.
is presented in Figure 5.4. In this case, each grid point contributes two-by-two
submatrix that represents the partial derivatives of the residual flow equations in
a grid point with respect to the unknowns (p, Sw). The submatrix is expressed by
derivatives below,
J =
(
∂Rw
∂p
∂Rw
∂Sw
∂Ro
∂p
∂Ro
∂So
)
(5.32)
Thus, each block of the Jacobian matrix becomes 6× 6 (or 2Ny× 2Ny) with the
number of block-rows being 5 (or Nx) as seen in Figure 5.4.
5.4 General Solution Procedure
The general solution procedure to move a solution forward in time from tn to
tn+1 = tn +∆tn+1p takes the following steps (see Figure 5.5):
1. At the start of a new time step, tn+1, solve Eqs. (5.29), (5.30), and (5.31) for the
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pressure and water saturation. These equations are solved simultaneously with
the Newton FD method. Recall that rate or pressure constraints are defined for
the new time step tn+1 whereas the temperature is defined from the mapping
at the previous time step tn.
2. Apply the Darcy equation (Eq. (4.32)) to determine the total velocity at the
gridblock faces.
3. Trace streamlines from injectors to producers as outlined in Chapter 3. While
tracing streamlines do the following:
• Pick up the current pressure, temperature, and water saturation from each
gridblock that the streamline passes through. The pressure and water satu-
ration profiles are generated for the streamline at time tn+1 while the temper-
ature profile is generated at time tn. Variables τ , a, and q are also calculated
for each gridblock. Transform those variables (p, Sw, T , τ , a, q) to a regular
spaced τ grid.
• Move the temperatures forward by ∆tn+1p by solving Eq. (5.18).
• Map the new temperature profile back to the original streamline τ grid.
4. Average all the temperature properties within each gridblock to determine the
temperature distribution at tn+1 using Eq. (5.19). All properties and well
production data at the new time level are then printed if desired.
5. Return to step 1 and stop if the desired time of simulation is reached.
5.5 Model Validation
This phase of the study was conducted to examine the effects of the divergence
of volumetric heat flux along streamlines on the solutions, and further to demon-
strate the performance of the simulator in terms of minimizing the grid orientation
effects. A homogeneous reservoir model of 1000 mD with dimension of 75×75×5
m, divided into 50 × 50 × 1 gridblocks is used for the simulation of this section.
The well configuration, pressure and water saturation distributions are depicted
in Figure 5.6. The oil saturation around the injector is close to the oil residual
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Figure 5.5: Flow chart of heat transport calculations along the streamlines.
saturation, Sor, of 0.45. The oil saturation around the producer is still about the
initial oil saturation, Soi, of 0.7825, but has low mobility. The wellbore radius is
0.09 m. The producer was constrained with bottom-hole pressure at 5170 kPa.
The injector was constrained to a rate of 100 m3/day CWE at 150 oC. Fluid and
rock properties used in Chapter 4 are again used here except the parameters for
the viscosity calculations. The parameters for viscosity calculation used in this
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study appear in Table 5.1. The viscosity of the oil phase calculated using these
parameters is 100 cp at 40 oC, that is relatively low compared with most of the
heavy oil viscosity.
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Figure 5.6: Well location and starting conditions for model validation. Reservoir
is homogeneous with dimension of 75× 75× 5 m, divided into 50× 50× 1.
Table 5.1: Constants for low oil viscosity.
Parameters Water Oil
avis, kPa·day 9.4953E-14 1.4097E-15
bvis,
oK 1328.626 4264.587
µα = avis · exp (bvis/T )
5.5.1 Volumetric Heat Flux Effects
Figure 5.7 shows the cell values of the flux divergence calculated by Eq. (5.6). The
values are not divergence-free for the situation studied here. The flux divergence
becomes stronger when an unstable front is generated as seen in Figure 5.7(b).
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The values of the flux divergence are negative at the center of the reservoir, but
are positive at most other parts. This trend corresponds to the presence of the
oil bank as shown in Figure 5.7(d). The effects of this divergence are modeled by
adding a sink or source term in the streamline heat transport model as given at
the right-hand side in Eq. (5.16).
The source or sink term represents the heat flux transverse to the flow direction
due to unsteady velocity. This transverse heat flux generates a change in effective
volume along the streamlines. To examine the impact of this term on the solutions,
simulations were run for two cases, in which the heat source or sink arising in
Eq. (5.16) was turned off or left on. Figure 5.8 shows the production performance
for both cases. The results from STARS with 5- and 9-point schemes are also
included for validation purposes.
The results obtained including the flux divergence along the streamlines yielded
close matches with the STARS results. A very good match was obtained for the
recovery curve as shown in Figure 5.8(a). The peak of the oil production rate
without the source/sink term is much higher than the others (Figure 5.8(b)) and
leads to overoptimistic oil recovery estimates. Absence of the transverse heat flux
causes the heat front to move faster in the diagonal direction as shown in Fig-
ure 5.9. The breakthrough of the heat front is much faster as seen in Figure 5.9(b).
The oil rate and water cut profiles with the flux divergence are slightly different
from those obtained from STARS, as discussed in the following sections.
5.5.2 Grid Orientation Effects
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show that the choice of numerical scheme in STARS produces
varying simulation results. As seen in Figure 5.8(b), the onset of incremental
oil production is earlier for the 9-point scheme than the 5-point scheme. This is
consistent with the temperature front shapes in Figures 5.9(c) and 5.9(d). The
breakthrough of heated water to the producer is earlier for the 9-point scheme
than the 5-point scheme, because the 9-point scheme accounts for flow not only
in the x- and y-directions but also in the xy-diagonal direction. The grid orien-
tation effects are minimized by the 9-point scheme. In the 5-point scheme, the
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Figure 5.7: Cell flux divergence and water saturation in 2D homogeneous reservoir
of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 50× 50× 1.
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Figure 5.8: Production performance of quarter 5-spot pattern with and without
heat transverse flux along the streamlines. Results using STARS with 5-point and
9-point schemes are included for validation.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature fronts (oC) after 300 days in a quarter 5-spot pattern
with and without heat transverse flux along the streamlines. Results using STARS
with 5-point and 9-point schemes are included for validation.
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flow moves between discrete grid-blocks, so the solutions reflect stronger grid ori-
entation effects. The superiority of the 9-point scheme over the 5-point scheme
in terms of minimizing the grid orientation effects was confirmed for the immis-
cible thermal displacement process [1, 30]. Therefore, our findings emphasize the
accuracy of the 9-point scheme. The results of TESIS are closer to those of the
9-point scheme than the 5-point scheme, particularly in the front shape.
To examine the dependency of the simulation results on the numerical grid,
the 50× 50× 1 grid-blocks were refined to 100× 100× 1 grid-blocks. Figure 5.10
compares the results of the two grid systems. The production profiles, especially
the oil production peaks, are quite different. The oil rate of the fine grid lies at
first below and later crosses over the solution of the coarse grid. The difference can
also be observed in their corresponding recovery curves. The difference is more
apparent in the solution of STARS with the 5-point scheme, which is inferred
from the grid orientation effects. In contrast, the solutions of STARS with the
9-point scheme and TESIS are insensitive to the number of grid-blocks, and this
sensitivity is less in TESIS. The corresponding recovery curves that represent the
integrated response of displacement remain unchanged.
TESIS proved to be more efficient in term of run time. For the 50 × 50 × 1
gridblocks, TESIS required 1.21 min, whereas STARS required 2.38 and 1.87 min
for the 5- and 9-point schemes, respectively. For the 100 × 100 × 1 gridblocks,
TESIS required 11.47 min, an increase by a factor of 9. STARS with the 5- and
9-point schemes needed 25.70 min and 21.77 min, increases by factors of 11 and
12, respectively. However, the speed-up factor based on CPU time for TESIS
over STARS is only around 2, reduced significantly compared to the results in
Chapter 4. The primary reason for this small speed-up factor is due to the fact
that we deal with larger LESs when solving pressure (Figure 5.4) compared to the
LESs of the pressure equation in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3). The solution strategy
used in Chapter 4 requires less iteration and less time steps but loses accuracy. By
contrast, the solution strategy employed in this chapter requires more iteration
and more time steps but yields hight accuracy. Thus, the trade-off is time versus
accuracy.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of production performance between 50 × 50 × 1 and
100× 100× 1 for a quarter 5-spot in 2D homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m.
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5.6 Simulation with Heterogeneous Reservoirs
The performance of the developed simulator is then evaluated for more realistic
displacement of hot water flooding in heterogeneous reservoirs with multiple wells.
5.6.1 Single Inverted Five-Spot Pattern
The reservoir contains heavy oil of 14 oAPI gravity and moderate viscosity (309
cp at 50 oC). Parameters for the phases viscosity calculations are listed in Ta-
ble 5.2. The pressure and water saturation distributions at starting conditions
for hot waterflooding are shown in Figure 5.11. The reservoir has undergone cold
water flooding for 10 days. The oil around the injector has been displaced by
the cold water injection, which has caused low oil saturation. The cold water
injection was terminated before the water reached the producers, leaving high oil
saturation around the producers. This oil has low mobility, hence low well pro-
ductivity. The area of 250×250 m2 with 5 m thickness is divided into 100×100×1
gridblocks. Figure 5.11 also shows the well locations and the permeability field.
The permeability values range from 142 mD to 5332 mD with a Dykstra-Parsons
coefficient of 0.51. The producers are constrained with bottom-hole pressure at
1720 kPa. The injector is constrained with a rate of 150 m3/day CWE at 180 oC.
Other values are the same as those used in the previous model.
Table 5.2: Constants for moderate oil viscosity.
Parameters Water Oil
avis, kPa·day 4.3613E-14 5.1813E-16
bvis,
oK 1610.673 5088.910
µα = avis · exp (bvis/T )
Figure 5.12 compares the field oil rate and water cut predictions by TESIS and
STARS at the surface conditions. The production profile has three major stages.
The first stage is dominated by the initial oil viscosity. The hot water front dis-
places both the cold water and the oil with low mobility toward the producers.
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Figure 5.11: Permeability field and starting conditions for 2D heterogeneous reser-
voir of 250× 250× 5 m, gridding of 100× 100× 1.
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Oil production tends to decrease gradually. The second stage is dominated by
the oil mobility and reservoir permeability of the heated zone. The production
rate is essentially proportional to the displacement rate. The last stage is domi-
nated by depletion and the remaining fraction of mobile oil. The match between
TESIS and STARS is good up to the second stage of production. A substantial
difference appears in the third stage. The oil production after the peak calculated
by TESIS is much lower than by STARS. The corresponding water cut predicted
by TESIS at this stage is consistently higher with lower oil rate. The difference
is most likely a result of less pressure depletion in TESIS as a consequence of
the sequential approach. Using the temperature at the start of the time step,
the overall transmissibility tended to be lower, which caused lower pressure drops
between the injector and producers. The lower pressure drops leads to the lower
production.
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Figure 5.12: Field production performance for single inverted 5-spot pattern in a
heterogeneous reservoir of 250× 250× 5 m, gridding of 100× 100× 1.
Figure 5.13 compares the oil rate and water cut performance of TESIS and
STARS on a well-by-well basis. The matches are generally good except for well P3.
Over-prediction of oil production by STARS with 9-point scheme is observed in the
well, giving a higher field oil rate as seen in Figure 5.12. This over-prediction can
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be explained by examining the temperature distributions at 1200 days shown in
Figure 5.14. The breakthrough of heated water occurred at well P3 in simulation
by STARS with the 9-point scheme, but not in simulation by TESIS or STARS
with the 5-point scheme. The higher oil rate in the well P3 obtained by STARS
with the 9-point scheme coincides with the breakthrough of heated water in this
well. Figure 5.13 also shows that most oil produced from well P4. This is because
the presence of high permeability region around this well caused the injected water
to invade quickly into this region and to displace the oil to the well P4.
As Figure 5.14 shows, the solutions were impacted by the choice of numerical
scheme. The growth of the temperature front calculated by STARS with the 5-
point scheme follows the direction of the coordinate axes, whereas STARS with
the 9-point scheme generates flow in the diagonal direction of the grid. The results
of TESIS are intermediate as expected because the solution of temperature is not
based on the grid, but on the streamlines that are dynamically changed to account
for the changes in the phase properties.
The problem simulated here presents an important issue. The nonlinearity of
the system is strong due to the significant changes in pressure and temperature
caused by the high pressure drops between the injector and producers. In such
a system, more iterations are necessary to converge the solutions of STARS with
the 9-point scheme than with the 5-point scheme. For this example, the run
time of STARS with the 9-point scheme was 52.72 min to complete simulation
of 1200 days, whereas STARS with the 5-point scheme required 48.75 min. In
contrast, TESIS required only 30.88 min. This example demonstrates that as the
nonlinearity becomes stronger, the FD method with the 9-point scheme requires
a longer run time than with the 5-point scheme.
5.6.2 Double Normal Five-Spot Patterns
This evaluation uses the same oil properties as for the previous simulation. Cold
water flooding is carried out before starting the hot water flooding. The cold water
flooding is terminated before breakthrough leaving high oil saturation around the
producers. The oil has low mobility associated mainly with high oil viscosity. The
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of well production performance between TESIS and
STARS for single inverted 5-spot pattern in a heterogeneous reservoir of 250 ×
250× 5 m, gridding of 100× 100× 1.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of temperature fronts (oC) between TESIS and STARS
after 1200 days for single inverted 5-spot pattern in a heterogeneous reservoir of
250× 250× 5 m, gridding of 100× 100× 1.
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reservoir dimension is 100 m and 300 m in the x- and y-directions, respectively,
with a thickness of 5 m. The area is divided into a regular grid of 40 × 120 × 1
(4800 grid-blocks), but only 4547 grid-blocks are considered as active. The model
contains two producers and six injectors. The well locations and the permeability
field are shown in Figure 5.15. The permeability values range from 285 mD to
2987 mD with a Dykstra-Parsons coefficient of 0.32. The following boundary
conditions are used. The producers are constrained with bottom-hole pressure at
10300 kPa. The injectors are constrained with a hot water rate of 100 m3/day
CWE at 150oC.
The simulated field performance by TESIS is shown in Figure 5.16 together
with the results of STARS. The same general behavior as the previous example
is observed throughout the results. Matches between TESIS and STARS are
considered good up to the second stage of production. In the third stage, the
field oil rate of TESIS is consistently lower than those of STARS with the 5-
and 9-point schemes. Comparisons of well production performance are shown in
Figure 5.17. The well P2 produces more oil than well P1. This higher oil rate
corresponds to the breakthrough of heated water which is also larger in the well
P2 than that in the well P1.
The growth of temperature fronts after 300 days of simulation is depicted in
Figure 5.18. Allocation patterns are clearly demonstrated in this figure, which
are useful in quantifying the injector to producer relationship. The well P2 is
supported by four injectors, I3 through I6, and yields much higher production,
whereas the well P1 is supported only by two injectors, I1 and I2.
The growth pattern is quite similar between TESIS and STARS solutions. The
difference is slightly encountered in the characteristic of the temperature front.
Whereas the TESIS solution is characterized by sharp temperature fronts, the
STARS solutions are characterized by spreading temperature fronts particularly
in the 5-point scheme solution that reflects grid orientation effects. Again, the
TESIS solution is intermediate between the results of the 5-point and 9-point
schemes of STARS. Compared to the previous simulation, this example has less
heterogeneity and less nonlinearity due to the lower pressure drops between the
injectors and producers. As a result, STARS with the 9-point scheme is superior
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Figure 5.15: Well configuration and permeability field (mD) for double normal
5-spot patterns. Reservoir dimension is 100× 300× 5 m divided into 40× 120× 1
or 4800 gridblocks but only 4547 as active gridblocks.
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Figure 5.16: Field production performance for double normal 5-spot patterns in
a heterogeneous reservoir of 100× 300× 5 m, having 4547 active gridblocks.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of well production performance between TESIS and
STARS for double normal 5-spot patterns in a heterogeneous reservoir of 100 ×
300× 5 m, having 4547 active gridblocks.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of temperature fronts (oC) between TESIS and STARS
after 300 days for double normal 5-spot patterns in a heterogeneous reservoir of
100× 300× 5 m, having 4547 active gridblocks.
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to the 5-point scheme in this case. To generate the solution up to 300 days,
STARS with the 5- and 9-point schemes required 11.10 min and 8.18 min of run
time, respectively. In contrast, TESIS required 5.29 min.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
This chapter demonstrated the temperature calculations along the streamlines.
The pressure for defining streamlines was obtained by solving the component con-
servation equations simultaneously. This caused relatively large LESs compared
with the previous chapter and reduced the efficiency of the simulator, but im-
proved the accuracy. This chapter also discussed the transverse flux along the
streamlines due to unsteady state velocity. Transverse flux generated variation of
the total volumetric flux along streamlines. The streamline heat transport model
was reformulated by adding a source or sink term to account for this variation.
The proposed approach here was used to evaluate hot water flooding in water-
flooded heavy oil reservoirs. The results of streamline-based simulation were com-
pared with equivalent simulation with a grid-based thermal simulator with the
5-point and 9-point schemes. It showed that the streamline method can model
hot waterflooding in heavy oil reservoirs with a reasonable balance between de-
tailed flow modeling and computational efficiency. The solutions of the streamline
method were improved by including the term representing the transverse flux.
Transverse flux tended to retard advancement of the temperature front. The
streamline approach and the 9-point FD scheme can minimize the grid orienta-
tion effects, which are not strong functions of degree of grid refinement. However,
the 9-point scheme is less efficient for problems with high degree of nonlinearity.
The results of streamline-based simulations were intermediate between the results
of the 5-point and 9-point FD schemes, and the developed simulator required less
computational time than the standard thermal simulator.
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Chapter 6
Streamline Simulation with
Physical Diffusions
This chapter describes how the physical diffusions due to gravity, capillary, and
conduction effects are accounted for in multiphase multidimensional displacements
with the streamline method. Modeling of these physical diffusions requires the
modification of the pressure and streamline heat transport equations. The pres-
sures for defining streamlines are obtained by solving the fluid flow equations with
a FD Newton method considering both gravity and capillary forces. The stream-
line heat transport model is reformulated to include diffusion terms of gravity,
capillary, and conduction in addition to convection from the flowing phases.
An operator splitting technique is applied to decouple the convective and dif-
fusive parts for separate solution. Solution of the convective part, a non-linear
1D hyperbolic equation, is obtained by the implicit central-point scheme along
the streamlines as discussed in Chapter 5. The diffusive part, a non-linear,
mixed hyperbolic-parabolic equation modeling gravity, capillary, and conduction,
is solved using FD discretization over the 3D grid. The proposed approach is
tested through simulation of heavy oil recovery by means of hot waterflooding.
First, we evaluate the main characteristics of the streamline method such as the
number of streamlines and the time step size using the proposed method. Then
we perform 3D simulation to examine how the gravity mechanism affects the pro-
duction performance. The solutions obtained using STARS are used to compare
and validate the proposed method.
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6.1 Introduction
The streamline method works well for flow that is dominated by convection. It
is less well suited to describe physical phenomena that transport fluids across the
streamlines. In the traditional streamline method the flow along each streamline is
treated as independent, and the effects of flow transverse to the streamlines are not
represented. In the previous chapter, we introduced a source or sink term into the
streamline heat transport equation to account for the flow transverse generated
by the effects of volume change with changes of pressure and temperature but
excluded effects of flow transverse due to physical diffusions. In this chapter, we
focus on the prediction of how waterflooding performance in cases where physical
diffusions of gravity, capillary, and conduction effects are not neglected.
Historically, the streamline method has been unable to account for physical
diffusions. This is a result of assuming that the fluid path follows the streamline
path and therefore no communication among streamlines. However with physical
diffusions, a fluid pathline is different from a fluid streamline. For example, each
phase can move vertically due to gravity segregation generating flow transverse to
streamlines. Capillary pressure difference between phases can alter significantly
the character of the flow, as cross flow drives imbibition of wetting phase into low
permeable zones adjacent to hight permeability flow paths [7].
A method for inclusion of physical diffusion of gravity into streamline simula-
tion has been developed by Bratvedt [9]. The method is based on an operator split-
ting technique. The idea is to isolate convective flow from diffusion due to gravity
and solve them separately. The convective part is calculated along the stream-
line trajectories and the diffusion part is determined by the direction of gravity.
This technique was implemented in a number of streamline simulators to account
for multiphase gravity effects [4, 17] and showed good achievements. Gravity
was treated as an additional correction to the convective step along streamline.
Later the capillary effect has been included in the streamline method by the same
manner [7, 46].
The mixed streamline and operator splitting techniques in modeling a reservoir
undergoing displacement process so far focused on the isothermal flow. This work
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further examines this approach for non-isothermal flow. To extend the streamline
method to field scale displacements under non-isothermal flow, the method must
be able to account for the physical diffusion by heat conduction in addition to
the gravity and capillary effects. The influence of heat conduction from the rock
matrix on displacements is well known. When heat conduction is present, the tem-
perature front tends to be retarded. For heterogeneous reservoirs, the conduction
effect is more apparent and has a stabilizing impact on the displacement. The
more connectivity between the injection and production wells, the more stabilizing
effect it has [26].
By incorporating the physical diffusions of gravity, capillary and conduction
effects the streamline method now accounts for more realistic thermal displace-
ment processes. We present the solution of the hot waterflooding simulation and
confirm the validity of this extended model by comparing with STARS, which is
a commercial fully implicit thermal reservoir simulator.
6.2 Modeling of Physical Diffusions
Including the diffusion terms of gravity, capillary, and heat conduction in hot
waterflooding model was outlined in Subsection 3.2.1. The model can be rewritten
as,
∂ (φSwρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρw~uw) = qw, (6.1)
∂ (φSoρo)
∂t
+∇ · (ρo~uo) = qo, (6.2)
∂
∂t
[φ (SwρwUw + SoρoUo) + (1− φ) ρrCrT ]
+∇ · (ρwHw~uw + ρoHo~uo)−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo , (6.3)
with the flux velocity, ~uα, considering gravity and capillary effects which takes the
form,
~uα = −k (λα∇pα − λαg∇D) ; α = w, o. (6.4)
Expressions for λα and λαg are given by Eqs. (3.10a) and (3.10b), respectively,
while the phase pressures, pα, are related by the capillary pressure using Eq. (3.17).
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A flow diagram to solve the above model in the streamline framework is shown
in Figure 6.1. Details of the solution technique will be discussed in the following
subsections.
end simulation
compute T by
Eq. (6.26) on gridblocks
compute p
o
and S
w
store τ, p
o
, S
w
, T, q, and a
trace streamlines and
Update T by solving
Eqs. (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7)
calculate ut
solving Eq. (6.18)
read input data
print output files
t=t+∆tp
using Eq. (6.11)
on gridblocks by solving
using Eq. (5.19)
map T to gridblocks
Figure 6.1: Flow chart of heat transport calculations along the streamlines in-
cluding diffusion terms of gravity, capillary, and conduction.
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6.2.1 Modifications of Flow Equation
Solution of the phase conservation equations in this chapter are similar to that
for the equations as was presented in Chapter 5, except that an additional term
representing the gravity is now included and that the total pressure, p, is replaced
by the phase pressure, pα. Hence the discretized form of the water conservation
equation using a 7-point scheme in residual form is given by,
Rv+1w;i,j,k = TX
v+1
w;i− 1
2
(
pv+1w;i−1,j,k − pv+1w;i,j,k
)
+ TXv+1
w;i+ 1
2
(
pv+1w;i+1,j,k − pv+1w;i,j,k
)
+ TY v+1
w;j− 1
2
(
pv+1w;i,j−1,k − pv+1w;i,j,k
)
+ TY v+1
w;j+ 1
2
(
pv+1w;i,j+1,k − pv+1w;i,j,k
)
+ TZv+1
w;k− 1
2
(
pv+1w;i,j,k−1 − pv+1w;i,j,k
)
+ TZv+1
w;k+ 1
2
(
pv+1w;i,j,k+1 − pv+1w;i,j,k
)
− GXv+1
w;i− 1
2
(Di−1,j,k −Di,j,k)−GXv+1w;i+ 1
2
(Di+1,j,k −Di,j,k)
− GY v+1
w;j− 1
2
(Di,j−1,k −Di,j,k)−GY v+1w;j+ 1
2
(Di,j+1,k −Di,j,k)
− GZv+1
w;k− 1
2
(Di,j,k−1 −Di,j,k)−GZv+1w;k+ 1
2
(Di,j,k+1 −Di,j,k)
− Vb
∆tp
[
(φSwρw)
v+1
i,j,k − (φSwρw)ni,j,k
]
+ qv+1w;i,j,k = 0, (6.5)
Similarly, the oil conservation equation in residual form is expressed by,
Rv+1o;i,j,k = TX
v+1
o;i− 1
2
(
pv+1o;i−1,j,k − pv+1o;i,j,k
)
+ TXv+1
o;i+ 1
2
(
pv+1o;i+1,j,k − pv+1o;i,j,k
)
+ TY v+1
o;j− 1
2
(
pv+1o;i,j−1,k − pv+1o;i,j,k
)
+ TY v+1
o;j+ 1
2
(
pv+1o;i,j+1,k − pv+1o;i,j,k
)
+ TZv+1
o;k− 1
2
(
pv+1o;i,j,k−1 − pv+1o;i,j,k
)
+ TZv+1
o;k+ 1
2
(
pv+1o;i,j,k+1 − pv+1o;i,j,k
)
− GXv+1
o;i− 1
2
(Di−1,j,k −Di,j,k)−GXv+1o;i+ 1
2
(Di+1,j,k −Di,j,k)
− GY v+1
o;j− 1
2
(Di,j−1,k −Di,j,k)−GY v+1o;j+ 1
2
(Di,j+1,k −Di,j,k)
− GZv+1
o;k− 1
2
(Di,j,k−1 −Di,j,k)−GZv+1o;k+ 1
2
(Di,j,k+1 −Di,j,k)
− Vb
∆tp
[
(φSoρo)
v+1
i,j,k − (φSoρo)ni,j,k
]
+ qv+1o;i,j,k = 0, (6.6)
Initial conditions to solve the above equations are similar to Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25)
except that the pressure, p, is replaced by the oil pressure, po. The required
additional equation under a constant total mass flow rate boundary condition is
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written,
Rv+1s;i,j,k =
∑
α=w,o
nl∑
k=1
Twαk
[
pwk∗ − pαk + 0.5
k∑
l=k∗+1
(γl−1 + γl) (Dl −Dl−1)
]
− qv+1t;i,j,k = 0. (6.7)
The inter-block transmissibility is calculated using the same formulation as
defined by Eq. (5.27a) through Eq. (5.28), but the upstream potential is now
evaluated based on Eq. (6.10) instead of Eq. (4.27). The inter-block gravity trans-
missibility for the flow in the z-direction is calculated by,
GZα;i± 1
2
= g (Tg Gα)k± 1
2
(6.8a)
Tg;k± 1
2
=
2(
∆z
kA
)
k
+
(
∆z
kA
)
k±1
(6.8b)
Gα;k± 1
2
=
(
krαρ
2
α
µα
)
k± 1
2
(6.8c)
Gravity transmissibility of each phase is evaluated with upstream weighting as
follows,
Gα;k± 1
2
=

(
krαρ2α
µα
)
k±1
if ∆zΦα > 0(
krαρ2α
µα
)
k
if ∆zΦα ≤ 0.
(6.9)
where Φα is the phase potential defined as,
Φα = pα − ραgD. (6.10)
The linearized forms for Eqs. (6.5) to (6.7) and the matrix form resulted from
this linearized equations are the same as those presented in Chapter 5, except
that the pressure, p, is replaced by the oil pressure, po as an unknown. The other
unknown Sw is kept to be the same.
Once the pressure field is obtained, the total velocity field is calculated to
define the streamlines. Equation (6.4) is used to obtain the gridblock interface
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total velocity as,
utk+ 1
2
=
(Tg λw)k+ 1
2
Ak+ 1
2
(pw;k+1 − pw;k) +
(Tg λwg)k+ 1
2
Ak+ 1
2
(Dk+1 −Dk)
+
(Tg λo)k+ 1
2
Ak+ 1
2
(po;k+1 − po;k) +
(Tg λog)k+ 1
2
Ak+ 1
2
(Dk+1 −Dk) . (6.11)
A similar equation is applied for x- and y-directions.
6.2.2 Modifications of Streamline Heat Equation
To derive the streamline heat transport equation, the total velocity is first defined
as a sum of Eq.(6.4) for the water and oil phases,
~ut = −k (λw∇pw − λwg∇D)− k (λo∇po − λog∇D) . (6.12)
Using Eq. (3.17), Eq. (6.12) can be rearranged as,
∇po = − ~ut
kλt
+
λw
λt
∇Pcow + λtg
λt
∇D, (6.13)
where λt = λw + λo and λtg = λwg + λog. Inserting Eq. (6.4) into (6.3), and
eliminating pw and po by using Eqs. (3.17) and (6.13) leads to,
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇· (F~ut)+∇· (γe∇Pcow)+∇·Ge−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo . (6.14)
See Appendix B for detailed derivation. Here, Ge stands for the gradient of energy
gravity force,
Ge = γeg∇D (ρw − ρo) , (6.15)
with γe defined by,
γe = k (ρwHw − ρoHo) λwλo
λt
. (6.16)
By an analog to the procedure that was used to derive the streamline heat
transport (Eq. (5.16)) in Chapter 5, Eq. (6.14) can be written as,
∂E
∂t
+
∂F
∂τ
+
1
φ
∇ · (γe∇Pcow) + 1
φ
∇ ·Ge − 1
φ
∇ · (Kh∇T ) = −aF
φ
(6.17)
This formulation is the streamline heat transport that consists of convection from
the flowing phases and diffusion terms of gravity, capillary, and conduction.
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6.2.3 Solution to Streamline Heat Equation
As stated, the streamline method is less well suited to describe physical diffusions
that transport fluid across the streamlines. To solve a system of convection-
diffusion equation, we decouple the convective and diffusive parts for separate
solutions based on an operator splitting technique. The advantage of decoupling
the terms is that the diffusions can be solved independently and only solved in
regions where they are important. Variations on this operator splitting approach
have been taken by several authors [27, 28, 29].
Next we describe how to perform temperature calculations with the system
given by Eq. (6.17) using an operator splitting method. Solution to the convective
part,
∂E
∂t
+
∂F
∂τ
= −aF
φ
, (6.18)
has already been discussed in Subsection 5.2.2. After this equation is solved,
obtained is a temporary T c distribution along the streamlines. These values are
then mapped back to the gridblocks using Eq. (5.19). Then, the diffusions part,
∂E
∂t
+
1
φ
∇ · (γe∇Pcow) + 1
φ
∇ ·Ge − 1
φ
∇ · (Kh∇T ) = 0, (6.19)
is solved on the dimensional grid using T c as the initial conditions. The discretized
form in terms of the residual,
Rv+1D;i,j,k = Vb
[
1
∆tD
(
Ev+1i,j,k − Eni,j,k
)
+∆x
(
γe
φ
∆xPcow
)
+∆y
(
γe
φ
∆yPcow
)
+ ∆z
(
γe
φ
∆zPcow
)
+∆x
Gex
φ
+∆y
Gey
φ
+∆z
Gez
φ
−∆x
(
Kh
φ
∆xT
)
− ∆y
(
Kh
φ
∆yT
)
−∆z
(
Kh
φ
∆zT
)]
= 0. (6.20)
Here, ∆tD stands for time step size for the diffusion step. The capillary term for
x-direction is dicretized as,
Vb∆x
(
γ
φ
∆xPcow
)
= TXv+1
pc;i− 1
2
P n+1cow;i−1,j,k −
(
TXv+1
pc;i− 1
2
+ TXv+1
pc;i+ 1
2
)
P n+1cow;i,j,k
+ TXv+1
pc;i+ 1
2
P n+1cow;i+1,j,k. (6.21)
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Similarly, the discrete version of the conduction term for x-direction is,
Vb∆x
(
Kh
φ
∆xT
)
= TXv+1
Kh;i− 1
2
T v+1i−1,j,k −
(
TXv+1
Kh;i− 1
2
+ TXv+1
Kh;i+ 1
2
)
T v+1i,j,k
+ TXv+1
Kh;i+ 1
2
T v+1i+1,j,k. (6.22)
The coefficients in Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) are given as follows,
TXpc;i± 1
2
=
(
Aγe
∆xφ
)
i± 1
2
(6.23)
TXKh;i± 1
2
=
(
AKh
∆xφ
)
i± 1
2
(6.24)
A difference approach is applied to the gravity term in z-direction as,
Vb∆z
Gez
φ
=
[(
AGe
φ
)v+1
k+ 1
2
−
(
AGe
φ
)v+1
k− 1
2
]
(6.25)
The upstream direction, at which Ge is to be evaluated, is dependent on the fluids,
and is based on the flow direction [47]. For the case of a two-phase water-oil system
in which the oil is less dense than water, the proper approximation of (Ge/φ)k+ 1
2
is based on the water properties at node k and the oil properties at node k + 1.
A similar approach is employed for (Ge/φ)k− 1
2
The system of Eq. (6.20) is linearized using Newton’s method with respect to
T as the unknown leads to,
∑
m
(
∂RD;l
∂Tm
)v
δTm +
(
∂RD;l
∂Tl
)v
δTl = −RvD;l, (6.26)
where l is the gridblock number, m is the set of all gridblocks connected to block
l. The resulted matrix form for the network given by Figure 4.2 is shown in
Figure 6.2. In actual applications, the iterative calculations for Eq. (6.26) tend
to converge quickly. Our numerical experiments for hot waterflooding showed
that the first approximation, T v+1, is sufficiently accurate and that additional
approximations are not warranted.
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Figure 6.2: Structure of Jacobian for diffusion part of the streamline heat trans-
port equation. This structure corresponds to the grid system showed in Figure 4.2.
6.3 Model Performance
We present some numerical experiments in this section to test the proposed nu-
merical scheme. Comparison with the solutions obtained using an existing com-
mercial thermal simulator (CMG’s STARS) is carried out to analyze and validate
this strategy. First we perform simulation on a 2D heterogeneous problem to eval-
uate the effects of the number of streamlines, the grid refinement along streamline,
and the time step size. Then we perform 3D simulation to see the effect of grav-
ity. Data appeared in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 are again used here. Rock thermal
conductivity is assumed to be 3.5E-3 kJ/(m·sec·oC).
6.3.1 Examples of 2D Problem
The reservoir dimension is 75 × 75 × 5 m, and a grid system of 15 × 15 × 1 is
employed. The permeability values range from 281 mD to 3785 mD as depicted by
blue to red colors in Figure 6.3. The figure also shows the oil pressure and water
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saturation distributions attained by cold waterflood and were used as the starting
conditions for hot waterflooding simulation. We ran the simulator for 300 days or
the equivalent of 3.18 PVI. Hot water of 150oC is injected at the constant rate of
100m3/day CWE. The producer well is operated under the minimum of bottom-
hole pressure constraint of 100 kPa. The constraint of the maximum changes
in the basic variables allowed over a time step was set as (dP )max = 343.2 kPa,
(dSw)max = 0.2, and (dT )max = 7.5
oC, to monitor pressure updates as well as to
control convergence for solving the flow equations. This run is named Base-Case.
Comparisons of oil production rate, water cut, and oil recovery calculated
from this thermal simulator by streamline (TESIS) and STARS are depicted in
Figure 6.4. The STARS solutions of oil rate and water cut are shown as smooth
curves, whereas the TESIS solutions are shown as ragged curves, especially after
200 days. The agreements between both numerical methods are considered sat-
isfactory, especially before 200 days. The departure appears after 200 days when
breakthrough of the hot water of about 100oC has occurred.
The sensitivity of the solution to the number of streamlines is also demon-
strated in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.4(b) indicates that the solution improved with
increasing number of streamlines. All these streamline solutions were obtained
with the irregularly spaced grid on the streamlines. The solid curves (150 SL-RG)
illustrate a solution with the regular grid using 150 streamlines. The number of
the regularly spaced nodes was determined as the number of the gridblocks that a
streamline passed through multiplied by two [4]. Transforming onto a regular grid
tends to reduce the computing time of the simulation as confirmed by this exam-
ple, but becomes a source of numerical diffusion in the streamline method which
would explain the obtained lower oil recovery among others in Figure 6.4(b).
Effects of hot waterflooding to improve recovery in a heavy oil reservoir can be
observed in Figure 6.4(a). The onset of increased oil production coincides with the
breakthrough of heated water to the producer at about 100 days. The water cut
increases significantly in the early period, and then decreases again consistently
with increase in the oil production.
Figures 6.5 to 6.7 present visual comparisons of the pressure, water saturation,
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Figure 6.3: Permeability field and starting conditions for hot waterflooding sim-
ulation in 2D heterogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 15× 15× 1.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of production performance between TESIS and STARS
for 2D heterogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 15× 15× 1.
and temperature distributions obtained by TESIS and STARS. These figures pro-
vide insight into the reasons for the similarities and differences depicted by the
production performance curves in Figure 6.4. The distortion of the fronts of water
saturation and temperature was caused by the high heterogeneity of permeability.
The presence of a more permeable region at the left top caused the growth of the
front zone to deviate from predominant flow direction and veer to the left. This
pattern appears to be similar in the results of both models.
Until 200 days, hot water injected nearly balanced with the total production,
but the total production from the reservoir thereafter exceeded hot water injected
by about 25 percent. This changed the streamline pattern (see Figures 6.8(a),
6.8(b)), and the need for re-mapping of temperature back to the grid after solving
on the streamlines became apparent. As re-mapping back to the grid produces
smears the temperature solution, the material balance in general is not preserved
exactly. This explains the higher total material balance error in TESIS rather
than STARS as shown in Table 6.1. Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) show that the
streamline pattern changed significantly between 100 and 200 days. It is important
to note that although the streamline pattern is changed, it consistently reflects
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Figure 6.5: Pressure (kPa) comparisons between TESIS and STARS in a hetero-
geneous reservoir of 75x75x5 m, gridding of 15x15x1.
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Figure 6.6: Water saturation comparisons between TESIS and STARS in a het-
erogeneous reservoir of 75x75x5 m, gridding of 15x15x1.
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Figure 6.7: Temperature (oC) comparisons between TESIS and STARS in a het-
erogeneous reservoir of 75x75x5 m, gridding of 15x15x1.
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the permeability field of the reservoir.
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Figure 6.8: Streamline patterns colored by time-of-flight in 2D heterogeneous
reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 15× 15× 1.
Table 6.1: Comparison of total material balance error between TESIS and STARS.
Time Total material balance error
days TESIS 2D STARS 2D TESIS 3D STARS 3D
60 1.94E-2 5.48E-5 2.02E-2 1.63E-3
100 2.89E-2 1.75E-5 3.11E-2 1.97E-3
200 5.24E-2 1.64E-4 6.56E-2 2.02E-3
225 5.43E-2 1.71E-4 6.76E-2 2.00E-3
250 5.55E-2 1.86E-4 6.90E-2 1.97E-3
275 5.61E-2 1.85E-4 7.05E-2 1.93E-3
300 5.69E-2 2.04E-4 7.11E-2 1.89E-3
There are a few missed grid-blocks in Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b). Missed grid-
blocks typically have very low flow rates and thus very large τ ’s associated with
them as shown by the red color at the edge corner regions in these figures.
Effects of the sequential time step for solving the mass balance and the energy
balance equations are presented in Figure 6.9. In this case, called Case-01, we
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ran TESIS and STARS using the maximum changes in the basic variables allowed
over a time step as (dP )max = 490.3 kPa, (dSw)max = 0.2, and (dT )max = 25
oC.
As these values except (dSw)max were much larger than those for Base-Case, the
time step size tended to be larger in Case-01 than in Base-Case. With a larger
time step, the lower temperature of the previous time step is used for calculating
mobility, and this causes still lower streamline velocity. As a result, the onset
of incremental oil production is delayed, and the oil rate curve is shifted to the
right leading to a larger difference between TESIS and STARS. In the STARS
solution, pressure and temperature are solved implicitly, and completely aligned
for each time step. The oil recovery for TESIS is also lower than for STARS. As
expected, however, the total sequential iterations decreased significantly from 44
in Base-Case to 22 in Case-01.
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Figure 6.9: Effects of the time step size on production performance.
6.3.2 Examples of 3D Problem
We next ran the developed model with a 3D homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5
m to examine how gravitational effects could be calculated. A grid system of
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10 × 10 × 2 was employed, and horizontal permeability of 1000 mD and verti-
cal permeability of 500 mD were assigned to all grids. The pressure and water
distributions at starting conditions of hot waterflooding simulation are shown in
Figures 6.10(a) and 6.10(b), respectively. Other data are identical to those used
for the 2D simulation.
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Figure 6.10: Starting conditions for hot waterflooding simulation in 3D homoge-
neous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 10× 10× 2.
The production performance obtained by TESIS is shown in Figures 6.11(a),
6.11(b) together with the results of STARS. The major difference is the onset time
of incremental oil production, about 100 days for TESIS against about 125 days
for STARS. The difference is caused by the gravity under-ride occurring in this
displacement process. TESIS modeled this gravity effect in more detail compared
with STARS as shown in Figure 6.12. A significant gravity tongue was developed
in the lower layer after 200 days hot water injection, which led to early break-
through of the injected hot water and caused higher water production. This is also
the reason for the higher oil rates obtained by TESIS than by STARS between
100 and 200 days (see Figures 6.11(a)). Comparisons of the water saturation and
pressure profiles shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 also provide insight into the early
increase of oil production. The final water saturation distribution in the upper
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layer remained low, particularly in regions with less contact with the injected
fluid.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of production performance between TESIS and STARS
for 3D homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 10× 10× 2.
Streamlines also highlight how the fluids move through a reservoir depending
on local conditions. Figures 6.15(a), 6.15(b), and 6.15(c) illustrate the streamlines
of the total fluid, water, and oil flows, respectively. The streamlines demonstrate
how each phase flows. Water flows to the bottom of the reservoir in advance
towards the production well due to gravity since it is heavier than oil, whereas oil
flows from the bottom to the top of the reservoir. The total fluid flow demonstrates
the tendency of the fluid to flow to the bottom resulting in high production rate
from the second layer as discussed above. Figures 6.15(b) and 6.15(c) also indicate
the strong contrast in flow velocity between the water and oil phases caused mainly
by the differences in viscosities. The maximum time-of-flight, τ , of all the water
streamlines, calculated with the pressure field at 250 days, was estimated to be
about 450 days for the travel between the injector and producer, whereas that of
the oil phase was around 26,000 days.
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Figure 6.12: Temperature (oC) comparisons between TESIS and STARS in a
homogeneous reservoir of 75x75x5 m, gridding of 10x10x2.
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Figure 6.13: Water saturation comparisons between TESIS and STARS in a ho-
mogeneous reservoir of 75x75x5 m, gridding of 10x10x2.
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Figure 6.14: Pressure (kPa) comparisons between TESIS and STARS in a homo-
geneous reservoir of 75x75x5 m, gridding of 10x10x2.
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Figure 6.15: Streamline patterns of fluid phases colored by time-of-flight at 250
days in a homogeneous reservoir of 75× 75× 5 m, gridding of 10× 10× 2.
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6.3.3 Newtonian Performance
Time step sizes observed for different models range from 2 days to 20 days depend-
ing on dynamics of the system. As seen in Figure 6.16(b), a sudden decrease in
time step size took place around 200 days when the high temperature injection of
around 100oC arrived at the production well. The convergence rate of the model
is found to be high. Average number of iterations when solving the flow equations
for convergence per time step size is less than 3 as depicted in Figure 6.16(a).
The high convergence is due to reduction of nonlinearity in the flow equations by
assuming constant temperature. Note that one of the major reasons for the high
degree of nonlinearity in the fully implicit method comes from the oil viscosity as
a function of temperature.
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Figure 6.16: Simulator performance for hot waterflooding simulation in 2D het-
erogeneous and 3D homogeneous reservoirs.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
We formulated a mathematical model for heat transport based on the streamline
method including the physical diffusions by gravity, capillary, and conduction. A
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numerical scheme using an operator splitting technique was applied to decouple
the convection and the diffusions parts for separate solution. A thermal simulator
utilizing sequential solutions of mass and heat transports was constructed to test
this scheme. Simulations of hot waterflooding in 2D and 3D heavy oil reservoirs
were conducted to demonstrate the performance of the developed model.
The results of the 2D simulation compared well with the results of a commer-
cial thermal simulator. Excellent agreements were obtained for the oil recovery
performance. The solutions for the heat transport equation were obtained us-
ing the irregularly spaced grid not restricted by CFL conditions. The practical
time step was 0.2 to 1.0 times the time step for the pressure solutions. In the
3D simulation, the streamline method demonstrated in more detail how the grav-
ity under-ride mechanism affects the production performance. The test simula-
tions demonstrated that the streamline approach could correctly model thermal
transport including physical diffusion effects and therefore is a viable alternative
to conventional FD models. From the present examples, we found that TESIS
required 43 time steps for the 2D model and 40 time steps for the 3D model
compared to STARS that required 52 and 63 time steps, respectively. TESIS de-
coupled the mass and energy conservation equations as opposed to solving them
simultaneously in STARS, which leads to the smaller time step requirement.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and
Recommendations
This work presented the development of streamline-based simulators named TESIS
for thermal oil-recovery by means of hot waterflooding process. We examined the
efficiency and accuracy for the case of mass and heat transports on the stream-
lines and the case of only heat transport on the streamlines in the sequential
steps. Effects of compressibility, non-isothermal flow, physical diffusions of grav-
ity, capillary, and conduction were also modeled in the streamline framework.
We presented the solutions of hot waterflooding simulation in various types of
reservoirs and well patterns, and validated the results by comparing with STARS,
which is a commercial thermal reservoir simulator. Conclusions from this work
and recommendations for possible improvements in the simulator are included in
the following sections.
7.1 Conclusions
The main conclusions from this work can be summarized as follows:
1. Mass and Heat Transport on Streamlines. Streamline mass and heat
equations were derived based on the sequential approach. The derived equa-
tions were used to calculate water saturation and temperature along the
streamlines. The results were compared with equivalent predictions from
STARS with 5-point and 9-point schemes. There was a clear trend where
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the results of TESIS were between the results of the 5-point and 9-point
FD schemes, as expected because TESIS combined a 5-point FD scheme for
the solution of pressure and a streamline method for the solution of water
saturation and temperature. It showed that the calculations of water satu-
ration and temperature on the streamlines were significantly faster than the
grid-based thermal simulator but less accurate. As the number of gridblock
increased, the speedup factor increased. The approach is suitable to investi-
gate of the breakthrough of the injected fluid and to evaluate the geological
realizations in the non-isothermal flow.
2. Heat Transport on Streamlines. Simultaneous solution of the water
and oil components equations followed by temperature calculations on the
streamlines was demonstrated. Through comparison with STARS’s results,
it was shown that this modeling approach was more accurate but less efficient
than the previous modeling. Transverse flux along the streamlines due to
compressible and non-isothermal flow was honored by adding a source or sink
term in the streamline heat transport model. It confirmed that including the
term representing the transverse flux improved the solutions. The transverse
flux tended to retard advancement of the temperature front. In comparisons
with STARS, TESIS still retained speed-ups. The proposed approach is
useful in quantifying the injector to producer relationship and to assess
multiple full-field development scenarios such as injection and well allocation
strategies.
3. Improvements of Simulation Efficiency. Flow models of thermal re-
covery processes are known to have a high degree of nonlinearity exhibited
by the oil viscosity as a function of temperature. In such systems, more
iterations are necessary to converge the solutions of a grid-based simulator.
This issue is less significant in the streamline solutions since the transport
equations are solved sequentially along a 1D streamline allowing a significant
reduction in the degree of nonlinearity. As a result, the streamline method
offers high efficiency compared to the finite difference method.
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4. Minimization of Grid Orientation Effects. Grid orientation effects can
arise in simulations of recovery processes when the mobility ratio of dis-
placement is unfavorable as in many thermal displacement. The numerical
solution technique by the grid-based method is subjected to the grid ori-
entation effects, which render the solutions dependent on the orientation
and a level of numerical grid. The grid orientation effects can be minimized
by the streamline method because fluid and heat are transported along the
natural streamline grid, rather than between discrete gridblocks. This was
supported by the results presented in this work.
5. Compressible and Non-isothermal Flow. Thermal displacement pro-
cesses are characterized by compressible and non-isothermal flow. It was
shown that the streamline method can model these effects by introducing a
source/sink term in the streamline heat transport equation. The term repre-
sents the transverse heat flux between streamlines due to unsteady velocity.
Effects of divergence flux along streamlines were found to be crucial in the
cases where the steep local changes of properties exist due to, for example,
high pressure drops between injectors and producers and high heterogene-
ity of permeability. It was demonstrated that the proper modeling of the
divergence volumetric flux along the streamline due to compressibility and
thermal expansion effects plays a significant role in improving the solutions.
6. Modeling of Physical Diffusions. A heat transport equation based on
the streamline method including the physical diffusions by capillary, gravity,
and conduction was derived. A numerical scheme using an operator splitting
technique was applied to decouple the convection and the diffusions parts
for separate solutions. The test simulations demonstrated that the mixed
approach with the streamline and the operator splitting techniques could
correctly model the physical diffusion effects present in field scale displace-
ments.
7. Capture of Heterogeneity Effects. The interaction of heterogeneity,
phase behavior, and unstable displacement was studied in Chpaters 4 and
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5. Earlier breakthrough of the injected fluid resulted from the presence of a
more permeable region could be easily investigated.
7.2 Recommendations
Potential areas of further work that should be explored are as follows:
1. Solution of Transport Equations. It was found that the time required
in solving the streamline mass and or heat transport equations was con-
siderably expensive using the implicit numerical schemes proposed in this
work. It is still a challenge to obtain both accuracy and efficiency on this
subject. For the purpose of fast evaluation to assess a wide range of reser-
voir development scenarios associated with a thermal project, analytical or
semi-analytical solution methods are better promising. The incorporated
assumptions in these methods may lead to poor results but can improve the
efficiency significantly.
2. Time Step Size Selection. The time step size of the streamline transport
equations was taken to be the same as the pressure time step which was
relatively large. If the steep local changes of properties, particularly in
temperature, occurred along the streamlines, the computational cost for a
streamline solution was high, which leads to inefficiency. Developing a tool
for selection of the appropriate time step size is of paramount importance
for this situation.
3. Improvement of Mappings to and from Streamlines. In the thermal
displacement processes, the flow pattern dynamically changes due to rapid
changes in the coefficients of the flow equation. Such a problem requires
that streamlines be frequently updated in order to account for changing
flow directions. For each set of streamlines, properties must be mapped
from an underlying grid to the streamlines, moved forward in time and
then mapped back from the streamlines to the gridblocks. The method
implemented in this work assumed that properties are piecewise constant on
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the cells of the grid. These constant values were taken from each gridblock
and assigned to the 1D streamline segments that cross those gridblocks.
This assumption introduced numerical smearing as well as mass balance
error. Improved mapping that utilized piecewise linear properties on the
gridblocks was reported by Mallison et al. [34].
4. Improvement of Pressure Solution. The accuracy of the solutions pro-
vided by a streamline method depends on many factors including the quality
of the pressure field for defining streamlines. Considering that the 9-point
spatial discretization results in more accurate pressure fields over the tradi-
tional 5-point discretization for the simulation of thermal oil recovery pro-
cesses, the use of the 9-point scheme in solving the pressure field should also
be developed to obtain better streamline tracing.
5. Extension to Three-Phase Problems. Common situations present in
thermal displacement processes involve three-phase flow. To extend the
TESIS to this problem requires accounting for three-phase flow. A flow
equation for solving pressure can be derived from the water, oil, and gas
component equations. Once the pressure field is obtained, the total velocity
field can be calculated to trace the streamlines. Analytical solutions for the
saturations and temperature along the streamlines are promising to provide
a fast tool in evaluating multiple development scenarios for a thermal recov-
ery project while honoring the macroscopic flow behavior dictated by the
reservoir heterogeneity.
6. Modification of Relative Permeability Model. It was reported in many
literatures and was confirmed from the experimental work that the improve-
ment in recovery of viscous oil by means thermal displacement processes is
primarily due to the reduction in residual oil at high temperature in addition
to the reduction in the oil viscosity [36, 42, 43]. Further work that should be
done on this work includes modification of the relative permeability model
to handle temperature-dependent relative permeabilities.
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7. Improvement of Iterative Solver. The thermal streamline-based simu-
lator presented here is far from an optimized model. As the current TESIS
used a commercial fast iterative solver to solve the flow equations, the solver
is to be optimized specifically for reservoir simulations.
Nomenclature
Roman Letters
A cross-sectional area, [m2]
a thermal expansion coefficient, [oC−1]
avis empirical parameter for viscosity calculation, [Pa s]
b thermal expansion coefficient, [oC−2]
bvis empirical parameter for viscosity calculation, [
oK]
c1 coefficient for enthalpy calculation, [kJ kg
−1 oC−1]
c2 coefficient for enthalpy calculation, [
oC−1]
c3 coefficient for enthalpy calculation, [
oC−2]
c4 coefficient for enthalpy calculation, [
oC−3]
Cg heat capacity of gas, [kJ kg
−1 oC−1]
Cr heat capacity of rock, [kJ kg
−1 oC−1]
cr compressibility of rock, [Pa
−1]
Cα heat capacity of phase α, [kJ kg
−1 oC−1]
cα compressibility of phase α, [Pa
−1]
D depth, [m]
~~D dispersion coefficient of component i in phase α, [m2 s−1]
ev constant for vaporization enthalpy calculation
fw fraction of water, [fraction]
Gw gradient of water gravity force, [kg m
−2 s−1]
Ge gradient of energy gravity force, [kJ m
−2 s−1]
Hg enthalpy of gas, [kJ kg
−1]
Hα enthalpy of phase α, [kJ kg
−1]
Hv vaporization enthalpy, [kJ kg
−1]
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hv constant for vaporization enthalpy calculation, [kJ kg
−1]
Kh total thermal conductivity, [kJ m
−1 s−1 oC−1]
~~k absolute permeability tensor, [m2]
ke,k effective absolute permeability of layer k, [m
2]
krocw water relative permeability at water connect saturation, Swc
krog relative permeability oil to gas
krow relative permeability oil to water
kx absolute permeability in x-direction, [m
2]
ky absolute permeability in y-direction, [m
2]
ngb number of gridblocks passed by a streamline
nl number of layers
np number of phases
nsl number of streamlines launched from a given face
pcow water-oil capillary pressure, [Pa]
pα pressure of phase α, [Pa]
pk gridblock phase pressure of layer k, [Pa]
pwk wellbore pressure of layer k, [Pa]
pwk∗ well pressure at the top well gridblock completion, [Pa]
pref reference pressure, [Pa]
psc surface pressure, [Pa]
Qf flux out for a given face, [m
3 s−1]
Qsl initial flux for each streamline, [m
3 s−1]
qt total mass flow rate per unit volume, [kg m
−3 s−1]
Qα volumetric flow rate of phase α, [m
3 s−1]
qα mass flow rate of phase α per unit reservoir volume, [kg m
−3 s−1]
re,k effective wellbore radius of layer k, [m]
rw,k wellbore radius of layer k, [m]
s spatial distance coordinate along a streamline, [m]
Sα saturation of phase α, [fraction]
sk wellbore skin in layer k, [fraction]
T temperature, [oC]
Tg geometric factor of transmissibility, [m
3]
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Tsc surface temperature, [
oC]
Tt total phase transmissibility, [kg m
−3 Pa−1 s−1]
Twαk wellbore transmissibility of phase α at layer k, [kg Pa
−1 s−1]
Tref reference temperature, [
oC]
t time, [s]
Uα internal energy of phase α, [kJ kg
−1]
~uD diffusive mass flux, [m s
−1]
~uK conductive heat flux, [kJ m
−2 s−1]
~uα volumetric flux of phase α, [m s
−1]
~uT convective heat flux, [kJ m
−2 s−1]
ux velocity in x-direction, [m s
−1]
uy velocity in y-direction, [m s
−1]
uz velocity in z-direction, [m s
−1]
Vb gridblock volume, [m
3]
v interstitial velocity, [m s−1]
x Cartesian domain, (x, y, z)
xe position of streamline exit location, [m]
xi position of streamline inlet location, [m]
xo position of origin in grid block, [m]
Greek Letters and Symbols
∆te time-of-flight required to reach true exit face, [s]
∆te,x time-of-flight required to reach an x exit face, [s]
∆tp pressure time step, [s]
∆tD diffusion time step, [s]
∆tS mass trasport time step, [s]
∆tT heat trasport time step, [s]
∆x gridblock length of x-direction, [m]
∆x difference operator in x-direction, [m
−1]
∆y gridblock length of y-direction, [m]
∆z gridblock length of z-direction, [m]
∆zk gridblock length of z-direction in layer k, [m]
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ζ local streamline coordinate, [m]
γl mobility weighted wellbore specific gravity of layer l, [Pa m
−1]
λα mobility of phase α, [Pa
−1 s−1]
λαg gravity mobility of phase α, [m
−1 s−1]
λwα,k wellbore phase mobility of layer k, [kg m
−3 Pa−1 s−1]
λt,l total wellbore mobility of layer l, [kg m
−3 Pa−1 s−1]
λtg,l total gravity mobility of layer l, [m
−1 s−1]
µα viscosity of phase α, [Pa s]
ρα density of phase α, [kg m
−3]
ρscα phase density at surface conditions, [kg m
−3]
ρr density of rock, [kg m
−3]
τ time-of-flight, [s]
Φα potential of phase α, [Pa]
φ porosity, [fraction]
φref porosity at reference pressure, [fraction]
χ streamline coordinate system, [m]
ψ streamline coordinate system, [m2 s−1]
Ω reservoir domain
ωiα mass fraction of component i in phase α, [fraction]
∇ gradient operator
Subscripts
α phase
β phase
cr critical
e energy
g gas or gravity
k layer
l layer
o oil or original
ref reference
s source/sink
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sc surface conditions
t total
v vapor
w water
Superscripts
n pressure time-step level
v Newton iteration level
w well
Abbreviations
1D one–dimensional
2D two-dimensional
3D three-dimensional
CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
CWE cold water equivalent
FD finite difference
PDE partial differential equation
PVI pore volume injected
IMPES implicit pressure explicit saturation
LES linear equation system
TESIS thermal simulator by streamline
SAMG Algebraic Multigrid Methods for Systems
SPU single point upstream
TVD total variation diminishing
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Appendix A
Proof of Selected Equations
A.1 Vector Identity
First, we define the gradient operator ∇ as follows,
∇ = i ∂
∂x
+ j
∂
∂y
+ k
∂
∂z
. (A.1)
where i, j, k are unit vectors in x-, y-, z-directions, respectively. Using this
definition, the determinant of a vector identity can be calculated as,
∇ · (∇ψ ×∇χ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
∂x
∂
∂y
∂
∂z
∂ψ
∂x
∂ψ
∂y
∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∂
∂x
(
∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂y
)
− ∂
∂y
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
)
+
∂
∂z
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
− ∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂x
)
=
∂2ψ
∂x∂y
∂χ
∂z
+
∂ψ
∂y
∂2χ
∂x∂z
− ∂
2ψ
∂x∂z
∂χ
∂y
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂2χ
∂x∂y
− ∂
2ψ
∂y∂x
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂x
∂2χ
∂y∂z
+
∂2ψ
∂y∂z
∂χ
∂x
+
∂ψ
∂z
∂2χ
∂y∂x
+
∂2ψ
∂z∂x
∂χ
∂y
+
∂ψ
∂x
∂2χ
∂z∂y
− ∂
2ψ
∂z∂y
∂χ
∂x
− ∂ψ
∂y
∂2χ
∂z∂x
= 0, (A.2)
that leads to Eq. (3.33).
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A.2 Coordinate Transformation
The cross product ∇ψ ×∇χ arising in Eq. (3.32) is found as,
∇ψ ×∇χ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i j k
∂ψ
∂x
∂ψ
∂y
∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂y
)
i−
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
)
j
+
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
− ∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂x
)
k, (A.3)
to be a vector. Knowing ∇τ = ∂τ
∂x
i + ∂τ
∂y
j + ∂τ
∂z
k is also a vector, then the dot
product from these two vectors is given by,
(∇ψ ×∇χ) · ∇τ =
(
∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂y
)
∂τ
∂x
−
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
)
∂τ
∂y
+
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
− ∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂x
)
∂τ
∂z
(A.4)
For transformations from (τ, ψ, χ) coordinates to (x, y, z) coordinates, the Ja-
cobian of the coordinate transformation can be found by taking the determinant
of the three by three matrix of partial derivatives as follows,
∣∣∣∣∂ (τ, ψ, χ)∂ (x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂τ
∂x
∂τ
∂y
∂τ
∂z
∂ψ
∂x
∂ψ
∂y
∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂y
)
∂τ
∂x
−
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂z
− ∂ψ
∂z
∂χ
∂x
)
∂τ
∂y
+
(
∂ψ
∂x
∂χ
∂y
− ∂ψ
∂y
∂χ
∂x
)
∂τ
∂z
. (A.5)
It turns out that this correctly describes the relationship between the element
of volume dxdydz and the corresponding volume element dτdψdχ. Eq. (A.4)
appears identical to Eq. (A.5). Using this equality in addition to Eqs. (3.32) and
(3.31) arriving to Eq. (3.34),∣∣∣∣∂ (τ, ψ, χ)∂ (x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣ = (∇ψ ×∇χ) · ∇τ = ~ut · ∇τ = φ. (A.6)
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Now, a volume element dV can be expressed in both coordinate systems as,
dV = φdxdydz = dτdψdχ (A.7)
A.3 Geometric Factor
Flow between neighboring blocks is treated as a series of application of Darcy’s
law. We are concerned with the movement of fluids between two blocks such as
those in Figure A.1.
∆xi-1
pi-1 pf pi
qα
x-direction
∆xi
Figure A.1: Notation of transmissibility calculation.
If Darcy flow between two blocks is satisfied, and ignoring for the moment
changes in fluid properties, we have,
qα = kATα
pi−1 − pi
∆xi−1+∆xi
2
. (A.8)
where Tα is given by Eq. (5.27c). The flow rate of phase α through each shaded
volume element is,
qα = ki−1Ai−1Tα
pi−1 − pf
∆xi−1
2
, (A.9a)
pi−1 − pf = qα
∆xi−1
2
ki−1Ai−1Tα
(A.9b)
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for block i− 1 and
qα = kiAiTα
pf − pi
∆xi
2
, (A.10a)
pf − pi = qα
∆xi
2
kiAiTα
(A.10b)
for block i. The pressure pf refers to the pressure at the interface between block
i− 1 and block i. Adding Eqs. (A.9b) and (A.10b),
pi−1 − pi = qα
Tα
(
∆xi−1
2
ki−1Ai−1
+
∆xi
2
kiAi
)
(A.11)
Inserting Eq. (A.11) to Eq. (A.8) and solving for kA,
qα = kA Tα
qα
Tα
(
∆xi−1
2
ki−1Ai−1
+
∆xi
2
kiAi
)
1
∆xi−1+∆xi
2
, (A.12a)
kA =
∆xi−1 +∆xi
∆Xi−1
ki−1Ai−1
+ ∆Xi
kiAi
. (A.12b)
Substituting the expression of Eq. (A.12b) back into Eq. (A.8),
qα =
∆xi−1 +∆xi
∆Xi−1
ki−1Ai−1
+ ∆Xi
kiAi
Tα
pi−1 − pi
∆xi−1+∆xi
2
=
2(
∆x
kA
)
i−1 +
(
∆x
kA
)
i
Tα (pi−1 − pi)
= Tg;i− 1
2
Tα (pi−1 − pi) , (A.13)
where Tg;i− 1
2
is the geometric factor between blocks i− 1 and i,
Tg;i− 1
2
=
2(
∆x
kA
)
i−1 +
(
∆x
kA
)
i
. (A.14)
Similarly, for blocks i+ 1 and i we have,
Tg;i+ 1
2
=
2(
∆x
kA
)
i+1
+
(
∆x
kA
)
i
. (A.15)
Appendix B
Sequential Formulation
The streamline method can be viewed as a variant of the sequential method. The
idea of the sequential method is to split the coupled system of nonlinear governing
equations of reservoir simulation up to flow and transport equations and solves
each of these equations separately. It greatly reduces the size of the resulting
LESs and results in low computational cost. This method is less stable but more
efficient than the fully implicit method.
In this appendix we derive the sequential formulation of hot waterflooding
model to be used in TESIS. The hot waterflooding model is given by the following
equations,
∂ (φSwρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρw~uw) = qw (B.1)
∂ (φSoρo)
∂t
+∇ · (ρo~uo) = qo (B.2)
∂
∂t
[φ (SwρwUw + SoρoUo) + (1− φ) ρrCrT ]
+∇ · (ρwHw~uw + ρoHo~uo)−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo , (B.3)
~uα = −k (λα∇pα − λαg∇D) ; α = w, o. (B.4)
B.1 Flow Equation
A flow equation in the sequential method is derived assuming that the water
saturation, Sw and temperature, T are constant. Inserting Darcy’s law, Eq. (B.4),
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into the water component equation, Eq. (B.1), and rearranging,
∂ (φSwρw)
∂t
−∇ · k [λwρw (∇pw − ρw∇D)] = qw, (B.5a)
Swρw
∂φ
∂t
+ Swφ
∂ρw
∂t
−∇ · k [λwρw (∇pw − ρw∇D)] = qw, (B.5b)
Swρw
∂φ
∂pw
∂pw
∂t
+ Swφ
∂ρw
∂pw
∂pw
∂t
−∇ · k [λwρw (∇pw − ρw∇D)] = qw, (B.5c)
φ
(
Swρw
1
φ
∂φ
∂pw
+ Swρw
1
ρw
∂ρw
∂pw
)
∂pw
∂t
−∇·k [λwρw (∇pw − ρw∇D)] = qw, (B.5d)
Defining the rock compressibility (cr) and the water compressibility (cw) as,
cr =
1
φ
∂φ
∂p
, (B.6)
cw =
1
ρw
∂ρw
∂p
, (B.7)
Eq (B.5d) can be rewritten as,
φ (Swρwcr + Swρwcw)
∂pw
∂t
−∇ · k [λwρw (∇pw − ρw∇D)] = qw, (B.8)
Eq. (B.8) leads to Eq. (4.5) if the physical diffusions of gravity and capillary forces
are neglected.
Similarly, for the oil component equation we have,
∂ (φSoρo)
∂t
−∇ · k [λoρo (∇po − ρo∇D)] = qo, (B.9a)
Soρo
∂φ
∂t
+ Soφ
∂ρo
∂t
−∇ · k [λoρo (∇po − ρo∇D)] = qo, (B.9b)
Soρo
∂φ
∂po
∂po
∂t
+ Soφ
∂ρo
∂po
∂po
∂t
−∇ · k [λoρo (∇po − ρo∇D)] = qo, (B.9c)
φ
(
Soρo
1
φ
∂φ
∂po
+ Soρo
1
ρo
∂ρo
∂po
)
∂po
∂t
−∇ · k [λoρo (∇po − ρo∇D)] = qo, (B.9d)
And defining the oil compressibility as,
co =
1
ρo
∂ρo
∂p
, (B.10)
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Eq. (B.9d) can be simplified to,
φ (Soρocr + Soρoco)
∂po
∂t
−∇ · k [λoρo (∇po − ρo∇D)] = qo, (B.11)
Again, Eq. (B.11) and Eq. (4.6) are identical if diffusion terms of gravity and
capillary forces are neglected.
A flow equation can be obtained by summing up Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.11),
φ
[
(Swρwcr + Swρwcw)
∂pw
∂t
+ (Soρocr + Soρoco)
∂po
∂t
]
−∇ · k [λwρw (∇pw − ρw∇D) + λoρo (∇po − ρo∇D)] = qw + qo. (B.12)
Neglecting capillary pressure such that p = pα and ignoring the gravity, Eq. (B.12)
becomes,
φ [(Swρw + Soρo) cr + Swρwcw + Soρoco]
∂p
∂t
−∇ · k [(λwρw + λoρo)∇p] = qw + qo. (B.13)
Defining the total compressibility as,
ct = (Swρw + Soρo) cr + Swρwcw + Soρoco. (B.14)
we obtain the flow equation that is identical to Eq.(4.10). It is,
φct
∂p
∂t
−∇ · k [(λwρw + λoρo)∇p] = qt. (B.15)
B.2 Mass Transport Equation
The governing mass transport equation for the sequential method can be derived
from the phase component equation. Recognizing that the pressure is constant in
the sequential step, the phase component equation can be expressed as,
φ
∂ (Sαρα)
∂t
+∇ · (ρα~uα) = qα. (B.16)
To derive the mass transport equation for the sequential step, the total velocity
~uα is first defined by summing Eq. (B.4) for the water and oil phases,
~ut = −k (λw∇pw − λwg∇D)− k (λo∇po − λog∇D) . (B.17)
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The water- and oil-phase pressures are related to the water-oil capillary pressure
as,
pw = po − Pcow. (B.18)
Using Eq. (B.18), Eq. (B.17) can be rearranged as,
~ut = −k (λw (∇po −∇Pcow)− λwg∇D)− k (λo∇po − λog∇D) , (B.19a)
~ut = −k (λw + λo)∇po + kλw∇Pcow + k (λwg + λog)∇D, (B.19b)
∇po = − ~ut
kλt
+
λw
λt
∇Pcow + λtg
λt
∇D, (B.19c)
where λt = λw + λo and λtg = λwg + λog.
Inserting Eq. (B.4) into Eq. (B.16) and eliminating pw and po by using Eqs. (B.18)
and (B.19c),
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
−∇ · k [ρw (λw∇pw − λwg∇D)] = qw, (B.20a)
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
−∇ · k [ρw (λw∇po − λw∇Pcow − λwg∇D)] = qw, (B.20b)
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
−∇ ·
[
kρwλw
(
− ~ut
kλt
+
λw
λt
∇Pcow + λtg
λt
∇D
)]
+∇ · (kρwλw∇Pcow) +∇ · (kρwλwg∇D) = qw, (B.20c)
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρw
λw
λt
~ut
)
+∇ ·
[
kρw
(
λw − λwλw
λt
)
∇Pcow
]
+∇ ·
[
kρw
(
λwg − λwλtg
λt
)
∇D
]
= qw, (B.20d)
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρwfw~ut) +∇ · [kρwλw (1− fw)∇Pcow]
+∇ ·
[
kgρwλwρw∇D − kgρwλw
λt
(λwρw + λoρo)∇D
]
= qw, (B.20e)
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρwfw~ut) +∇ · (kρwλwfo∇Pcow)
+∇ ·
[
kgρw
λw
λt
∑
α
λα (ρw − ρα)∇D
]
= qw. (B.20f)
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For two-phases, water and oil, Eq. (B.20f) can further be simplified as,
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρwfw~ut) +∇ ·
(
kρw
λwλo
λt
∇Pcow
)
+∇ ·
[
kgρw
λwλo
λt
(ρw − ρo)∇D
]
= qw. (B.21)
Defining gradient of water gravity force (Gw) as,
Gw = γwg∇D (ρw − ρo) , (B.22)
with γw given by,
γw = kρw
λwλo
λt
(B.23)
Eq. (B.21) can be rewritten as,
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρwfw~ut) +∇ · (γw∇Pcow) +∇ ·Gw = qw. (B.24)
Finally, if the physical diffusions by gravity and capillary forces are neglected, we
prove Eq. (4.13),
φ
∂ (Swρw)
∂t
+∇ · (ρwfw~ut) = qw. (B.25)
B.3 Heat Transport Equation
To further simplify notation in deriving the sequential formulation for the energy
conservation equation, Eq. (B.4), we define the total energy per unit volume (E)
as,
E = SwρwUw + SoρoUo +
1− φ
φ
ρrCrT. (B.26)
Eq. (B.26) in addition to Eqs. (B.4), (B.18), and (B.19c) is then used to obtain
the heat transport equation as follows,
φ
∂E
∂t
−∇ · k [ρwHw (λw∇po − λw∇Pcow − λwg∇D)]
−∇ · k [ρoHo (λo∇po − λog∇D)]−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo , (B.27a)
φ
∂E
∂t
−∇ ·
[
k (ρwHwλw + ρoHoλo)
(
− ~ut
kλt
+
λw
λt
∇Pcow + λtg
λt
∇D
)]
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+∇ · (kρwHwλw∇Pcow) +∇ · [k (ρwHwλwg + ρoHoλog)∇D]
−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo , (B.27b)
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇·
[(
ρwHw
λw
λt
+ ρoHo
λo
λt
)
~ut
]
+∇·
[
k
(
ρwHwλw − ρwHw λwλw
λt
− ρoHoλwλo
λt
)
∇Pcow
]
+∇ ·
[
k
(
ρwHwλwg + ρoHoλog − ρwHw λwλtg
λt
− ρoHoλoλtg
λt
)
∇D
]
−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo , (B.27c)
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇· [(ρwHwfw + ρoHofo) ~ut]+∇· [k (ρwHwλw (1− fw)− ρoHoλwfw)∇Pcow]
+∇ ·
[
kgρwHwλwρw∇D + kgρoHoλoρo∇D − kgρwHwλw
λt
(λwρw + λoρo)∇D
−kgρoHoλo
λt
(λwρw + λoρo)∇D
]
−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo , (B.27d)
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇ · [(ρwHwfw + ρoHofo) ~ut] +∇ · [k (ρwHwλwfo − ρoHoλwfw)∇Pcow]
+∇ ·
[
kgρwHw
λw
λt
∑
α
λα (ρw − ρα)∇D + kgρoHoλo
λt
∑
α
λα (ρo − ρα)∇D
]
−∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo . (B.27e)
Knowing that the convective energy flow F as,
F = ρwHwfw + ρoHofo, (B.28)
Eq. (B.27e) can further be simplified as,
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇ · (F~ut) +∇ ·
[
k (ρwHw − ρoHo) λwλo
λt
∇Pcow
]
+
∇·
[
kg (ρwHw − ρoHo) λwλo
λt
(ρw − ρo)∇D
]
−∇·(Kh∇T ) = qwHww+qoHwo . (B.29)
Defining gradient of energy gravity force (Ge) as,
Ge = γeg∇D (ρw − ρo) , (B.30)
with γe expressed by,
γe = k (ρwHw − ρoHo) λwλo
λt
. (B.31)
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Eq. (B.29) has now the same form as Eq. (6.14),
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇ · (F~ut) +∇ · (γe∇Pcow) +∇ ·Ge −∇ · (Kh∇T ) = qwHww + qoHwo . (B.32)
If the physical diffusion terms of gravity, capillary, and conduction are ignored,
we arrive at Eq. (4.14) or Eq. (5.11),
φ
∂E
∂t
+∇ · (F~ut) = qwHww + qoHwo . (B.33)
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